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I. INTRODUCTION

A Co-ordinated Research Programme (CRP) on "Development of Kits for
Immunoradiometric Assays for tumour markers was started towards the end of 1997.
Ten laboratories from different parts of the world with experience in development of
immunoassays are participating in this project and the first Research Co-ordination
Meeting (RCM) was held at the Agency Head Quarters in Vienna during 3-7
December, 1997. Based on the discussions and recommendations made during this
meeting, the participants have carried out the project work at their laboratories during
the past 18 months. .During this period two consignments (November 98 and March
99) of some of the essential reagents, namely the capture Mab (Mab 66; 5 mg), tracer
Mabs (Mab 10 ; 0.5 mg for total PSA and Mab 30 ; 0.5 mg for free PSA assay) and
PSA antigen (1.3 mg, 80 % pure) were shipped to each participant to enable them to
develop the assays and to assess their own in-house reagents. The second RCM was
held at the University, of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada, to review the results obtained
thus far and to discuss the actions to be taken in the next phase of the project.

As apart of this meeting, Dr Suresh gave a review talk on 'Tumour Markers"
with emphasis on the assays for PSA and the problems associated with the
development of PSA assays. There were three other invited guest lectures on relevent
topics. Dr Jorge Gavilondo (CIGB, Cuba) spoke on the development of in-vivo and
in-vitro diagnostic products with particular mention to the work carried out at their
institute. Dr. McQuarrie on the production of radioisotopes in the SLOWPOKE
Reactor of the University and Mr. Don Husereau on the purification of PSA from
human seminal plasma. Dr. Ana Robles gave a review of the current importance of
TPS assays and the limitations in the development of an assay for TPS.

II. REVIEW OF PROGRESS IN THE CRP

All the participants (except Dr. Ahmed Benzaid from Algeria whose report
was circulated and Dr. A. B. Ahmad from Malaysia who could not attend) presented
the work done at their respective laboratories and discussed the results obtained. On
the whole, it was observed that significant progress has been achieved by all the
participants. In the area of production of monoclonal antibodies, significant
accomplishment was achieved by Cuba, China and India. All the three laboratories
had produced monoclonal antibodies against PSA and had been successful to various
extents. Cuba could identify specific antibodies that could be used as capture antibody
as well as tracer antibodies for free and total PSA assays. Small aliquots of these were
brought and distributed to the participants for individual evaluation. China has also
identified the monoclonals for an IRMA for total PSA while India had identified a
monoclonal that could be used for coating. The selected antibodies have compared
very well in all the three labs.

All the participants could successfully prepare solid phase capture antibodies
with the supplied reagent (MAb 66) as well as with their own in-house reagents. Dr.
Christofidis from Greece had acquired commercial antibodies (Fitzgerald) and had



also developed ELISA using these. Most participants used MAb coated tubes as the
solid matrix while Cuba and Thailand had used magnetic cellulose particles. India had
tested both of these and had found them feasible. Iran and Algeria had tried tubes as
well as beads and developed assays with both. Coating the tubes/beads after activation
with gluteraldehyde was tried by India and Iran. While India found that activation was
detrimental and resulted in loss of immunobinding, Iran found the activation with
gluteraldehyde comparable to the passive coating. The advantage of high avidity
avidin-biotin interactions were used by Cuba and Iran for preparation of the capture
antibodies.

In the area of standard PSA calibrators, both China and India had attempted
purification of PSA from seminal plasma and used it in their assays. While China
developed assays based on the in-house calibrators, India had compared them with the
commercial calibrators and the supplied standards.

All the participants prepared the tracer antibodies following the general radio-
iodination procedure using chloramine-T although the details varied. Satisfactory
tracers could be made with ease by all the participants.

It was gratifying to learn that all the participants could use the supplied
reagents to develop the immunoradiometric assays. Some could compare these with
commercial kits and found them equally good. Some laboratories such as Algeria,
Cuba and Iran had developed both total and free PSA assays together while the rest
had focused on the total-PSA assay. On the whole, the progress made was considered
to be significant and satisfactory.

III. TECHNICAL ASPECTS

All the technical aspects of the development of immunoradiometric assays for
total and free PSA were discussed in detail

a. to understand the overall situation
b. to evolve a consensus on the course to be taken in the future

and
c. to chalk out an objective for the next phase of the project.

These aspects were considered one at a time as follows:

(i) Solid Matrix: The various advantages and disadvantages of the tubes, beads
and magnetisable cellulose particles were discussed. Based on the limited results, it
was felt that activation with gluteraldehyde may not be necessary. Since coated tubes
are the most preferred by the users and this could be achieved by most participants, it
was decided that all the participants should aim at developing assay procedures based
on coated tubes. Towards this, it was suggested that the participants should draw the
specifications for the tubes to obtain the best grade antibody coated tubes (efficiency,
reproducibility and stability). This could then be used for dealing with the
manufacturer to get the best quality tubes. All participants were urged to optimise



with respect to the pH, buffer used, blocking (with either BSA, ovalbumin or milk
proteins) and glazing.

(ii) PSA Calibrators: As PSA exists in free as well as bound form, the preparation
of PSA calibrator has been addressed several times in literature. Use of correct
calibrators is of great importance when the assay is not an equimolar assay. The
accepted "Gold Standard" for PSA calibrator is Stanford Standard which is a mixture
of PS A-ACT complex and uncomplexed PSA (90:10). This further necessitates the
study into the aspect of PSA standard preparations and the impact of different
calibrators on the sample results. As Dr. Suresh has demonstarted the possibility of
obtaining PSA in a pure form, it was decided that he could calibrate the PSA
preparation against another primary standard and supply the same through the Agency
to the participants. This would enable the participants use them in assays as well as
calibrate their own PSA preparations. Since the aim is to get an equimolar assay for
total PSA, it was felt that free PSA standard would be adequate for total as well as
free PSA assay. The issue of PSA-ACT complex could be addressed if necessary at a
later time.

(iii) Tracer Antibody : All the participants had successfully prepared and used the
radioiodinated monoclonal antibody tracers. It was felt that those who develop other
immunoassays such as ELISA as in the case of Dr. Christofidis, could compare the
performances of the two assays.

(iv) Assay Format: The assay format with respect to the number of steps and the
range was discussed. Both single step assays and two step assays have their
advantages and disadvantages as are well known (such as ease of performance vs
hook effect; amount of tracer possible to be shipped etc.). Hence it was decided that
based on the assay performance one could decide if their assay should be of one step
or two steps. However, since the PSA values have importance in the low
concentration region (normal levels 0 - 4 ng/mL and >10 ng/mL suggestive of
proliferation), it was felt that the total-PSA assay need not be of a very broad range
and 100 ng/mL would be adequate as the highest standard. Hook effect would not be
an important issue in these assays and would allow an "one-step" assay to be carried
out.

(v) Validation of the assays: As all the participants were experienced with
development of immunoassays, it was felt that the quality control aspects should be
taken care of individually. Inclusion of QC pools at various concentration levels,
maintenance of QC charts and proper records would be expected from the established
laboratories such as those taking part in this project. Validation of the assay procedure
by proving parallelism and recovery of added standards, low variances of sample
results (both intra and inter assay) were also expected to be carried out at the end of
optimization of the assay procedure. The issue of absence of cross-reaction was
however a point of concern, since PSA is known to be similar to many other
kallikreins (human glandular and pancreatic kallikreins hKl and 2 respectively) which
could potentially cross react with PSA. But, since these are difficult to obtain or
purify, it would not be possible to directly study the cross reactions. On the other
hand, the comparison and correlation of sample values analysed by both the developed



method and with an established assay (such as Hybritech IRMA) would indirectly
prove the validity of the assay and absence of any appreciable cross reaction. In this
context, it is also encouraging that these kallikreins are present in much smaller
amounts.

(vi) Aspects of Supply to other Users: It was felt that on optimization and
validation the assay reagents could be shipped to other users as other immunoassay
kits without any special requirements. Shipping of lyophilised tracer was considered
feasible and advisable for long distance shipping.

IV. FUTURE PLAN FOR THE NEXT 18 MONTHS

Based on the above discussions the following targets were set for the next phase of the
project.
(i) Optimization of the free-PSA assay in the laboratories who have not yet done

so
(ii) Calibration and use of free PSA standards as common standards for both free

and total PSA assays
(iii) Complete validation of total and free PSA assays as discussed and described

above
(iv) Correlation of total and free PSA values in authentic serum samples (50 -100

number) with either established kit or method or clinical opinion
(v) Development of the assay procedures into a kit form that could be supplied to

an user.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

The participants were recommended to complete the assay development and
validation of both total and free PSA assays as this would be the fruition of the whole
project. Efforts to make and procure ones own primary reagents, namely pure PSA
standards, monoclonal antibodies were stressed as this would mean independent
unlimited supply of the key reagents. The participants were urged hence to use the
supplied reagents to calibrate and test their own reagents. Sharing of the results,
problems and solutions among the participants was encouraged as this would be
beneficial to all and avoid foreseeable mistakes and save time.

The issue of TPS assay development was also addressed during discussions.
As was observed by Dr. Ana Robles and Dr. Suresh, TPS and other similar
cytokeratin markers are very difficult to isolate and purify. These are hence not readily
available. However, due to the prognostic value of TPS in the follow-up of patients, it
still holds interest for researchers. Considering that the work to be carried out in the
areas of free and total PSA assay development would take up at least another year for
most of the participants, it was decided that in the next phase of the project much
could not be accomplished in development of TPS assay. However, all the
participants were encouraged to study the situation regarding the usefulness of TPS
assay and the feasibility of developing an assay for TPS during the next phase of the
project. In this context, Ca 15.3 (MUC1) was also considered as a breast cancer
marker that could be pursued in the next phase. MUC1 is well studied, its utility is



well established in the management of breast cancer and hence the reagents are easily
available. Both TPS and MUC1 would be considered as potential markers for
development of assays in the next phase and based on the situation the most apt one
would be chosen.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, it was observed that all the participants could develop
immunometric assays to either total PSA or both total and free PSA for eventual
development into full fledged kits . Some had succeeded in making their own reagents
to various extents while the others had used the supplied/commercial reagents. The
project could be considered as having been highly successful thus far.

VII. ANNEX

Individual reports - see attached reports
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Abstract:

This report presents the preliminary results obtained b the development of
immunoradiometric assay of Prostate specific Antigen. The paper describes the
immobilisation of anti-PSA on polystyrene beads and tubes and 1M I labelling of anti-T-PSA
and f-PSA monoclonal antibodies. The obtained results were encouraging and work is in
progress.

INTRODUCTION

Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) is a serine protease of the kallikrein group, found almost
exclusively in the prostate. It is a glycoprotein with a molecular weight of 34000 Da, which
plays a major role in the liquefaction of seminal fluid [ 1].
PSA exists simultaneously in serum in two forms, one is incomplexed or free PSA (f-PSA) and
the other PSA that is complexed to anti-proteases <xl-Antichymotrypsin and a-2-
Macroglobulin [2].
Prostate cancer is one of the major cancer that affect men and PSA has become the most useful
biochemical marker for prostate cancer activity, in conjunction with digital rectal exam [3,4].
Conventional assays measure f-PSA and total PSA without differentiating between the two
forms.
Total PSA concentration is very low in men free from any pathology. This concentration is
reported to be elevated in men with prostate cancer in recurrence using RIA [5].
An antibody excess immunoradiometric assay (IRMA) was made commercially available in
1986 [6]. Since these assays were developed and performed by several manufacturers using
monoclonal antibodies, that permitted a better quantification of PSA in clinical laboratories
with analytical detection limit below 0.05 ng/ml.
Recently a new diagnosis has been introduced to measure with IRMA or others non isotopic
tmmunoassay kits, a percentage of free over total PSA (f-PSA/T~PSA) ratio and ended with
better discrimination between benign prostate hyperplasia and prostate cancer [7],
The aim of this study is going on this approach, to perform radioimmunometric assays on
f-PSA and T-PSA.
It gives us an opportunity to develop in- house assays IRMA kits for PSA measurement that
would be beneficial to the health program in the country, to menage prostate cancer.
The present study is emphasised on the preparation of two mains reagents for use in IRMA
assays of f-PSA and T-PSA, the development of a solid phase for the separation and the
iodine-125 labelling of monoclonal antibodies anti -T-PSA and anti-f-PSA.
The preliminary results on the evaluation of these reagents have been reported.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Monoclonal anti-T-PSA (£ 30, # 66) used for tracer preparation and for coating were
supplied by Faculty of Pharmacy University of Edmonton (Canada).
Monoclonal anti-f-PSA (# 10) used for the tracer preparation were supplied from the above
supplier.
For coupling antibodies to solid phases, local and NUNC polystyrene tubes and polystyrene
beads (Kramel Biotech, 0 6.4 mm) were used and were supplied respectively by NETRIA
(UK), PROMMEDI (Algeria) and NUNC A/S (Denmark).
The monoclonal anti-T-PSA (AC.PSA; 5.2) used for coating were supplied by CIS - Bio-
International (France).
Polyclonal affinity purified first and second antibodies anti-T-PSA used for coating were
supplied by NETRIA
The iodine -125 used for labelling was purchased from Nordion, Inc, (Canada) and f-PSA and
T-PSA Kits with QC from CIS and T-PSA kit with QC from NETRIA
The other chemical reagents were obtained from NETRIA, SIGMA and FLUKA.
The equipment used in this study include a single manual gamma counter (Sealer Ratemeter
type 6-90 Burnham. UK), a multy well gamma counter RIA-STAR (Packard - Camberra,
including data processing with IAEA immunoassay program), a rotator (NETRIA), and others
materials as vortex, glass columns.

1. Preparation and assessment of125!- labelled f-PSA and T-PSA monoclonal antibodies.

The proteins iodination requires oxidising conditions which are provided by electrolysis,
chemical reactions involving Chloramine-T, hydrogen peroxide or iodine monochloride, or by
enzymes reactions involving peroxidase [8].
In our case, the iodination was carried out by chloramine-T method of Greenwood et al [9].
Before use, radiochemical purity of Nal125 was checked using paper chromatography method
Instant Thin Layer Chromatography (ITLC-SG) [10].

1,1 Preparation of PSA tracers:

The Mab anti -T-PSA and Mab anti-f-PSA labelling was carried out under fumehood.
The iodination procedure is as follows:
In glass test tubes (75 x 12 mm), the reagents were added in order:
20 nl () 00 ug) of Mab-anti -T-PSA and Mab anti-f-PSA
10 ul Phosphate buffer 0,25 M, pH 7.4
9 ul Nal125 (s 500uCi)
10 ul Chloramine-T (0.5 mg/ml in phosphate buffer 0.25 M)
Mix, 60 seconds
10 ut Sodium metabisulfite (0.5 mg/ml in phosphate buffer 0.25 M)
100 ul KI / BSA (10 mg/tnl / 3 mg/ml in phosphate buffer 0.25 M)

1.1.1 Purification of PSA tracers:

The labelled antibodies were separated from the reaction mixture by using glass
columns (150 x 8mm) containing Sephadex gel G25 (one column for each tracer) balanced
with elution buifer: 0.05 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 containing 0.5 % BSA.
The collected volume in test tubes was 0.5 ml/tube with flow rate of 20 to 25 ml per hour.
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The n 5 l - Mab and l2iI were identified by counting all the collected fractions for
10 seconds/tube.
The ehition profile was plotted in counts against tube number and expected yield was
calculated.
The tubes corresponding to the first peak were selected from 15-18* tube for Mab-I25I-T-PSA
and from 18-21111 tube for Mab 125I-f-PSA.

1.1.2 Assessment of PSA tracers:

a. Radiochemical purity of PSA tracers:

The radiochemical purity (RCP) checked from selected fractions was determined using paper
electrophoresis method.
2^L of tracer were put on start line of two bands of Wathman paper N°l (300x20 mm) and
developed in electrophoresis (5A, 300V) with 0,05 M barbital buffer, pH 8.6.
After drying the strips were covered by Scotch, cutting in 1 cm portions and counted
RadiocJhromatograins were plotted by counts against fraction number and RCP of tracers were
evaluated.

h. Immunoreactivity of PSA tracers:

The immunoreactivity of the prepared tracers was determinated according to the protocol for
PSA IRMA assays of CIS described above.
The non-specific binding and maximum binding were evaluated
Others parameters as specific and volumic activities were calculated too.

1.1.3 Standardisation and conditioning of PSA tracers:

Each tracer was diluted in PBSX-Proteins buffer, pB 7.4 (0,025 PBSX containing 0.12%,
0.08% BGG, 0.06% EDTA) up to get 60.000 - 80.000 CPM/300 fil for 125I-Mab-T-PSA and
50.000 - 60.000 CPM/200 ul for 125I- Mab-f-PSA.
Finally these tracers were distributed in 20 ml/vial and stored at 4 - 8°C.

2. Immobilisation of double antibodies on beads and their evaluation:

The immobilisation of affinity second and primary antibody anti-T-PSA on beads was
carried out with passive adsorption method [11] according to the optimised following
NETRIA protocol:

2.1 Coating procedure:

• Dilute affinity second antibody in 0.05 M carbonate buffer pH 9.6 containing 0.1 % of
sodium azide.

• Immerse beads in this coating buffer, approximately 120 ml /1000 beads.
• Leave the coating buffer containing beads for 3 days at room temperature
• Aspirate buffer and add similar volume of 1% hydrolysed gelatine of coating buffer
• Leave overnight at 25°C.
• Aspirate and wash 3 times with PBSX (25 mM of phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 containing

0 15 M Nad , 0.1 % Triton - X -100 and 0.1% sodium azide)
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• Add similar volume of diluted priming antiseram anti-PSA (]/1000) in PBSX containing
0.1% BSA.

• Leave overnight at 25°C.
• Aspirate and wash 3 times with PBSX
• Add similar volume of 2% sugar solution
The coated beads are dried in incubator during an overnight at 30 °C and stored in sealed
polyethylene bags at 4 °C.

2.2 Evaluation of immobilised potyclonal antibody anti-PSA on beads:

The coupling beads was evaluated following the NETRIA protocol for T-PSA
TRMA assay . The aon specific binding (Standard 0) and maximum binding (standard max) are
measured.

Procedure for T-PSA IRMA assay (NETRIA):

• Add reagents in test tubes (75 xl2 mm) as follows:
20 jul of standard or sample
200 ul assay buffer
• Vortex and add 1 bead/tube
• Leave 2 hours on rotator
• Add 2 ml wash buffer (PBSX) and aspirate
• Repeat twice
• Add 200ul ***! tracer solution ( The tracer used is prepared in our laboratory from

Mab -anti-T-PSA (ref:#30; Canada).
• Leave 2 hours on rotator
• Add 2 ml wash buffer (PBSX) and aspirate
• Repeat twice
• Count the beads for 60 seconds

2.3 Evaluation of the assay using coated beads:

Standard curves using the above protocol was established with NETRIA standards, local Mab-
l23I anti-T-PSA and poly-anti-PSA coated beads The values of NETRIA- QC and CIS- QC,
the non specific binding and the maximum binding were determined by IAEA Immunoassay
program included in RIA-STAR gamma counter.

3. Immobilisation of monoclonal anti-T-PSA on local and NUNC polystyrene tnbes and
their evaluation.

The immobilisation of the monoclonal anti-T-PSA supplied from CIS (ref ACPSA: 5.2)
and Faculty of Pharmacy .University of Edmonton (ref # 66) on local and NUNC polystyrene
tubes was performed using adsorption method, by the following optimised CIS protocol:
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3.1 Coating procedure:

• Dilute Mab-anti-T-PSA to obtain 1/1000 or 5 ug/md from master solution (5.2 mg/ml CIS
and 5 mg/ml; Canada) with coating buffer (0.087 M of phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 containing
0.05% sodium azide).

• Distribute 0.4 ml of diluted Mab-anti-T-PSA in each tube (100 tubes for each type) and
leave 24 hours at room temperature.

• Aspirate the antibody solution and distribute 0 5 ml of desorption buffer (Ttis- citrate
buffer containing 1% BSA, 1% sucrose and 0.1% sodium azide).

• Aspirate the desorption solution and dry the tubes at 30°C overnight
The coated tubes are stored in sealed polyethylene bags at 4°C.

3.2 Evaluation of immobilised monoclonal anti-T-PSA:

The coated tubes (local and NUNC) were evaluated according to CIS protocol for T-PSA and
f-PSA IRMA assays.
The non specific binding (NSB) and the maximum binding (Bmax) were measured.

Procedure for T-PSA and f-PSA IRMA assays (CIS);

• Add reagents in coated tubes (75 x 12 mm) as follows:
50 ul standards or samples of T-PSA
or 1 OOal standards or samples of f-PSA
300 ul of )2SI-T-PSA tracer or 200 ul of 125I- f-PSA tracer
• Mix gently and incubate 2 hours for T-PSA and 18 hours for f-PSA on rotator at room

temperature.
• Wash twice using 0.33% of Tween 20 solution
• Count for 60 seconds.

3.3 Evaluation of the assays with coated Mab-anti-TPSA tubes:

Standard curves with above protocol were established using CIS-T-PSA IRMA kit with
substitution of coated CIS tubes by local coated tubes with CIS- Mab-anti-T-PSA The value
of CIS-QC was determined.
The same protocol indicated above was used to evaluate the T-PSA and f-PSA IRMA assays
with corresponding standards of CIS kits using locally coated tubes (PROMEDI and NUNC)
and prepared tracers of ni I-Mab T-PSA and 125I- Mab f-PSA (Canadian Mabs). The values of
CIS-QC and NETRIA-QC were determined
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

L Preparation and assessment of T-PSA and f-PSA tracers.

The radiochemical purity of Na123I determined by ITLC-SG chromatography paper
(Fig.l) was 92%. This product by its high purity could be use for iodination.
The chloramine-T procedure is an efficient method for labelling proteins by the direct
substitution of l25I into the tyrosil residues.
The quality assessment of PSA tracers, prepared in our laboratory using Canadian Mabs of
anti-T-PSA (ref, #30) and anti-f-PSA (ref, #10) are reported in Table-1.

Table-1: Quality control Parameters of PSA tracers

PSA-Tracers

125I-Mab-T-PSA
12iI-Mab-f-PSA

Reference
CIS - 125I-Mab-T-PSA

Reference
CIS - 125T-Mab-f-PSA

labelling
Yield
(%)

72.01
85.46

>70

>70

Specific
activity
jiCi/ug

3.6
4.27

Volumic
activity
uCi/mi
64.79
42.85

_

Radiochemical
purity
(%)

96.60
96.63

Jjtnmunoreactivity
%BmaxAT %NSB/T

29.28 0.17
20.97 0.18

> 50 0.2

> 50 0.2

The quality control results of both tracers shown in Table-1, are interesting and demonstrate
that labelling yield of Mabs of anti-T-PSA and f-PSA determined from the elution profiles
(Fig. 2 and 3) are respectively 72 and 85% The preconised labelling yield must be over 50%.
The labelling yield for CIS-PSA tracers is over 70%, and the yield of our tracers is included in
this range.
The elution profiles of the two tracers obtained by gel filtration on Sephadex G25 show two
peaks for each profile (the first one is for 125I-Mab and the second one is for I251) with good
resolution.
This procedure allows to obtain tracer solutions with an unbound m 1 content lower than. 5%.
This observation was confirmed by the values of radiochemical purity measured by paper
electrophoresis from the selected fractions which are higher than 95% (Fig.4 and 5).
The specific activity proposed by some laboratories [ 12] was included in range of 10 to
25 uCi/ug as TSH-Mab.
For NETRIA tracers of Tumour Markers as PSA, HCG and CEA, the specific activity are
respectively 8.7, 8.6 and 9 uCi/ug.
Compared to the above results, our tracers have a lower specific activity with 3.60nCi/ug for
T-PSA-Mab and 4.27uCi/ug for f-PSA-Mab. It was probably due to the amount of labelling
PSA-Mabs (lOOug each one) and iodine (500 fiCi each one).
This amount is used by NETRIA and CIS for labelling PSA-Mabs using certainly more
radioactivity for iodination.

The immunoreactivity of the two tracers was measured using the CIS-Kits protocols for IRMA
T-PSA and f-PSA (coated tubes, standards, QC).
The values of non specific binding (%Bo/T) and the maximum binding (%Bmax/T) were
determined (See Table-1).
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Compared to those of CIS-Kits, the percentage of Bmax for prepared tracers is lower 29% for
T-PSA and 20 % for f-PSA, but their NSB are in normal range (0- 0.3%)
The low Bmax values are probably due to the low specific activities
To increase the maximum binding for better affinity of PSA tracers, the amount of PSA- Mabs
will be optimised and the stability will be studied with different storage conditions in the next
experiments.
These tracers were used for the evaluation of local coated beads and tubes using NETRIA and
CIS IRMA systems and the obtained results were satisfactory.
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2. Immobilisation of double antibodies on beads and their evaluation:

Double antibody immobilisation on NETRIA polystyrene beads using passive adsorption
method was carried out.
The coupling beads were evaluated by measuring the non specific binding, maximum binding
and quality control values.
The comparison between in- house and NETRIA coated beads was established by plotting the
standard curves for T-PSA measurement using NETRIA assay protocol(Fig.6)
The comparative results of this study are shown in Table-2.

Table-2: Parameters and QC values related to the compared standards curves for T-PSA using
NETRIA IRMA assay system with laboratory coated beads and NETRIA coated
beads and T-PSA tracer with NETRIA-standards

NETRIA coated

QC

NETRIA-QC
Cl
C2
C3

CIS-QC
Cl

Expected
value
ng/ml

0,65 ± 0,2
1.9 ±0.3
18 ±1.5

2.55-3.4

beads with porvclonal-anti^PSA (NETRIA)
Observed

value
ng/ml

0.84
2.98
41,24

2.66

% C.V

9,74
614
5.37

2.2

% Bmax/T

24.78

%NSB

2.29

Laboratory coated beads with polyclonal-anti-PSA (NETRIA)
NETRIA-QC

Cl
C2
C3

CIS-QC
Cl

0,65 ± 0,2
1.9 ±0.3
18 ±1.5

2.55-3.4

0.60
2.52
22.89

2.99

12.84
2.13
3.73

3.14

37.17 1.66
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It was found that in-house coated beads gave relatively higher binding capacity than the
NETRIA coated beads with 37% and 25% respectively. These results confirmed also that the
prepared T-PSA tracer works well.
The NSB for the local coated beads was found less than the NETRIA NSB with 1,66 and
2.29 % but both values were higher than the acceptable range which must be between 0.1 to
0.3 % for IRMA assays.
The quality control values for sera were near the expected values for the low and middle
NETRIA- QC for both type of coated beads and within the expected range for the low
CIS-QC (Table-2).
The CIS -QC for middle and higher are lack. It's will be better comparison if al! these QC are
used.

The T-PSA standard curve obtained with in- house coupling beads to double antibodies has
been found too match well.
The optimisation of the homogeneous assay using all locally prepared reagents including
standards is in progress.
We know that this double antibodies coating solid phase procedure is economic, but its
preparation required long time for about one week.

3. Immobilbation of monoclonal anti-T-PSA on local and NTJNC polystyrene tabes and
their evaluation

3.1 Immobilisation of Mab Anti-T-PSA on NUNC tubes:

The monoclonal antibody anti-T-PSA (AC-PSA: 5.2) supplied by CIS-France was coupling to
NUNC polystyrene tubes using adsorption method with low concentration of phosphate buffer
The in-house coupling NUNC tubes were evaluated by measuring the NSB, maximum binding
and control quality values.
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So
The coated NUNC and CIS-tubes were compared by establishment the standard curves for T-
PSA measurement using T-PSA IRMA assay Kit of CIS (Fig.?).
The results of this evaluation are shown in Table-3.

Table-3: Parameters and QC values related to the compared standards curves
for T-PSA using CIS IRMA assay system with coated NUNC tubes
included in CIS Kit

CIS coated tubes using CIS Kit

QC

CISQC
Cl

Expected
value
ng/ml

2.55-3.4

Observed
value
ng/ml

3.15

% C.V

5.50

%Bmax/T

51

% NSB

0.22
Coated NUNC tubes whh CIS MAb-anti-T-PSA included in CIS Kit
CISQC

Cl 2.55-3.4 2.69 0.50 45 0.10

The maximum binding capacity was good for both coated tubes: 51 and 45%. The more
significant factor for IRMA assays is the need of very low NSB, the acceptable range was 0.1
to 0.3%.
In our case, the NUNC tubes presents a very good NSB (0.1 %).
The QC values of low concentration were within the expected range. The middle and high
CIS-QC were lack, it's would be better comparison using all the QC (L.M.H).
The two standard curves (Fig.6) of T-PSA IRMA assay have been match well..
These results confirm the good affinity of CIS binding monoclonal anti-PSA. This procedure
will be take in consideration.

0 25 SO 75
PSA concentration (n%/ml)

FIG. 7: Compared standard curves for IFMA PSA
measurement tumg CIS Kit and locally
coated NIKC tubes

• CIS coated hibca + Coated NUNC tubes
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3.2 Immobilisation of Mab -anti-PSA on local and NUNC tubes and their evaluation:

The monoclonal antibody anti-PSA (ref # 66), supplied by Faculty of Pharmacy, Alberta
University (Canada), was used for coupling two types of polystyrene tubes.
The used adsorption method is same as in 3.1. The same quality control parameters were
determined.
The comparison between the two types (PROMMEDI and NUNC) was studied by
establishment the two standard curves for T-PSA and f-PSA measurement using IRMA CIS
assays protocols (Fig. 8 and 9) with in house T-PSA and f-PSA tracers (Canadian Mabs).
Only the CIS standards and NETRIA and CIS-QC were used.
The results of these two comparatives studies are shown in Table 4 and 5.

Table-4: Parameters and QC values related to the compared standards curves for T-PSA using
CIS IRMA assay protocol with lab coated NUNC and local tubes and T-PSA tracer
with CIS -standards

Coated NUNC tubes with Mab-anti-PS A (Canada)

QC

NETRIA-QC
Cl
C2
C3

CISQC
Cl

Expected
value
ng/ml

0,65 ± 0,2
1.9 ±0.3
IS ± 1.5

2.55-3.4

Observed
value
ng/ml

0.85
2.21

20.10

2.72

% C.V

5.55
1.45

16.20

11.74

% Bmax/T

12.78*

%NSB

0.32

Coated local tubes with Mab-anti-PSA (Canada)
NETRIA-QC

Cl
C2
C3

CISQC
Cl

0,65 ± 0,2
1.9 + 0.3
18 ± 1.5

2.55-3.4

1.11
2.54
16.54

2.99

4.15
6.11
1.71

3.14

18.94* 0.17

* Standard PSA 50ng/noj

The better maximum binding were obtained with local tubes for both T-PSA and f-PSA assays
with 29 and 20% respectively.
Also, for the same tubes, the NSB were found to be reasonably low: 0.17 for T-PSA and
0.19% for f-PSA.
CIS-QC values for low concentration were within the expected ranges using T-PSA and f-PSA
assays (Se* Table 4 and 5).
The NETRIA-QC values for T-PSA assay were almost out of the range. The CIS-QC of middle
and high concentration we/e lack. These resuhs showed that the local coated tubes could be
used as solid phase system in T-PS. A and f-PSA IRMA assays.
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Prostate-specific antigen (PSA) is a serine protease and nowdays widely used for early
detection and monitoring of prostate cancer. Some immuonassay such as RIA, ELISA have
been applicated to PSA clinical test. In our Lab., PSA was purified from seminal fluid and
PSA monoclonal antibodies and polyclonal antibodies were produced and PSA IRMA was
developed.

METHODS

1.Purification of PSA Initial preparation of seminal fluid 68 ml seminal fluid was taken
and centrifuged at 1500xg for 30 min and then at 4000xg for 30 min. The supernatant was
dialyzed against 0.01M pH 7.8 Tris-HCl buffer for 48 hr at 4"C.
All chromatographic work was carried out at 4°C and the position of PSA in all column
elute with assessed by PSA RIA.

1. DEAE-cellulose ion-exchange chromatography Above supernatant was applied to a
DEAE-cellulose ion-exchange column (2.5x24cm) equilibrated with 0.01M pH 7.8 Tris-HCl
buffer. The column was washed with the same buffer until O.D. 2e0Bm of elute <0.02 and then
washed with a continuous linear gradient composed of 250ml each of containing 0 and 0.2M
NaCI of the same buffer. Fraction of PSA were identified, pooled and concentrated and then
was dialyzed against 0.01M pH 7.8 Tris-HCl buffer.

ii. Gel filtration Material from ion-exchange chromatography was applied to the column of
Sephadex G-100 (2. lxl 10cm) equilibrated with 0.01M pH 7.8 Tris-HCl buffer. The column
was eluted with same buffer at 0.3inl/min. Fraction of containing PSA were indetified,
pooled and concentrated by PEG. And then it was dialyzcd against 0.01M. pH 7.8 Tris-HCl
buffer containing 0.02M NaCI.

iii. Ion-exchange chromatography ( DEAE-cellulose) Material from Gel filtration was applied
to the column of ion-exchange chromatography (2.5x24cm) equilibrated with 0.01M pH 7.8
Tris-HCl buffer containing 0.02M NaCI. The column was washed with the same buffer until
O.D.jsonn, of elute <0.02 and then washed with a continuos linear gradient composed of 250ml
each of 0.02M and 0.15M NaCI of the same buffer. The flow rate was 0.4ml/min. The
fraction containing PSA from ion-exchange chromatography were identified, pooled and
stored at-20'C.

2. Production of antiserum against PSA
Sheep were chosen as host animal and immunized with purified PSA. Sheep were injected
with PSA (220 u g/ sheep) in the Complete Freund's adjuvant at the first time and boosted
with PSA (110 U g/sheep) in Incomplete Freund's adjuvant every 4 weeks. After 8 months
antiserum were harvested and be assayed with PSA RIA.

3. Preparation of monoclonal antibodies against PSA
A. Immunization of Balb/c mice Female Balb/c mice were immunized with pure PSA.

The first injection was 10 y g PSA per mouse in Completed Freund's adjuvant . And
then booster were given every four weeks with 5 H g PSA per mouse in Incomplete
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Freund's adjuvant.

B. Fusion

i. The spleen of the mouse was removed 3 days after injection with PSA in saline. And the
spleen cells was taken and washed twice with serum-free medium.
ii. Sp-/O cells were harvested and washed twice with serum-frcc medium.
iii. The spleen cells and sp^O were mixed in ratio of 5:1 and 1ml of PEG (W. M.=1500) was
added drop by drop and then incubated at 37°C for 40 sec. 20 ml of serum-free medium
was added drop by drop and cells were centrifuged at SOOrpm for 5 min.
iv. 40 ml of HAT medium was added and cells were suspended and plated on 4 pieces of 96-
wells plates containing macrophage.

C. Screening and cloning Screen can be carried out by PSA R1A 7-14 days after fusion and
cells of which supernatant were PSA Ab positive were cloned by limited dilution.

D. Production of ascites The cells which secreted PSA McAb were injected into the mice
which had been treated with pristane a week ago. Ascites were collected in 7- 10 days .

4. Purification of PSA McAb lml of ascites was added to 2ml of pH 4.3 acetate buffer and
75 u 1 caprilic acid added drop by droop and then stirred for 30 min. It was centrifuged
at 11000 rpm for 30 min and dialyzed against 0.05M pH 7.8 P.B. for 48 hr. It was stored
at 4 V.

5. PSARMA
a. Coating tubes with PSA Ab Diluted purified PSA Ab with 0.1M pH 9.6 cabonate

buffer and distributed it into polystyrene tubes(2S0 u I/tube) and left at room temp, over
night. Decanted content of tubes and add block reagent into the tubes and dry at room
temp.

b. PSA McAb iodination Chloramine T method was used and labeled PSA Ab was
purified by SephadexG 50. Specific activity were 15-20 p. Ci/y g.

c. Preparation of PSA standards PSA which was purified from spermatic fluid was
diluted to 0-40 ii g/ml with 0.5M pH 7.4 P.B. containing 5% BSA.

d. Assay of PSA IRMA Add 100 P 1 PSA standards or sample and 100 u 1 0.05M pH 7.4
P.B containing 0.2% BSA into the tubes coated with PSA Ab and incubated at 37"C
1.5h. Decanted the content of tubes and washed tubes with 0.025M pH 7.4 P.B twice.
Then add 200 u | '"I-PSA Ab into the tubes and incubated at 37'C 2h. Decanted the
content of tubes and washed with O.025M pH7.4 P.B three times and counted the tubes
on V -counter.

RESULT

1. Purification of PSA
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The pattern of purification of PSA by DEAJE-, Sephadex G-100 and DEAE- column were
show in Fig 1, Fig 2 and Fig 3 respectively. The PSA, which was purified by above method,
showed a single band in PAGE and SDS-PAGE and was available as immunogen.

2. Characterization of PSA polyclonal antiserum
The antiserum against PSA was assayed by RIA and the results were showed as

following:
Titer: 1:32000
Affinity Constants : 9. 4x 109 l/mol
Cross reaction: No cross reaction with CA 125, CA 199 , CA153, AFP and CEA.

3. Monoclonal antibodies against PSA
3 cell lines that secreted PSA monoclonal antibody were obtained and named as P^B.,

•27AIOl "25")!-

4. Test combination of antibodies in PSA IRMA
Different combination of labeled antibody and solid-phase antibody were assayed. The

results were showed in Table 1,2.

Table 1. The combination of PSA McAb and PcAb
Solid-phase
Tracer l25

Standard
(ng/ml)

0
0.15
0.75
15
30

p,,B,,

119

135
267
404

5I-P27B,

2S9
80S
3401

32424
31705

l"sI-P2SE

190
—
185
267
404

P27A1 a
1 125T p Q

375
1214
4550
40095
33933

PcAb
' " I -P^AJJ , I2S:

340
2186
3434
24378
34049

I-P^B,,

130
979
1957
13769
18926

Data in table is in cpm.

Table 2. The combination of PSA McAb form China and Canada
Solid-Phase
Tracer
Standard
(ng/ml)
0
0.3
0.8
16
40

'"I-P^B,

974
1566
2182
21954
39104

"27A1 n

'"I-10*

383
983

1673
35422
90790

l23I-30*

1081
1891
3301

40664
81434

^I-P^B,

856
883
810

921
1091

66"
'"MO"

518
822
1333

32079
89314

iuf.30*

132]
2259
3767

42799
85579

Data in table is in cpm

As Table 1, 2 shown, the combination that P27B, as tracer and P27A10 as capture Ab was good.
So they were used for developing PSA IRMA kit. The combination that P27A)0 as capture
Ab and lzsI-10* and 125I-30* donated by Dr. Suresh was also good and the result was similar to
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one that 66" was as capture Ab.

5. Assay optimization
a. The optimum concentration of PSA Ab for coating tubes
Different concentration of PSA Ab solution were used for coatjog tubes The binding were not
so much different except 30 u g/ml as shown in Table 3 and the binding was lower in 30 u
g/ml. It is possible that two layers were formed on surface of the tubes when the concentration
of Ab is higher and Ab on the tubes came off when the tubes were washed.

Table 3.
Concen. QfPSAAbUg/ml 10 15 20 30
PSA Stander
(ng/ml)
0
0.3
0.8
16

_40

Data in table is in cpm.

b. The optimum incubation time

Table 4. Incubation time in the first step

375
U87
2020

21241
31864

486
1118

2130
21236

31649

437
1102

1929
21188

30482

481
1054
1593
16811
26782

Time(h)
PSA Standard
(ng/ml)
0
0.8
16
40
80

0.5

837
1876
19266
37361
49447

!

731
1906

21212
39855

55199

2

727
1957
21314
43549

58753

3

528
2235
24890
44418

58827

Data in table is in cpm

Table 6. Incubation time in the second step
Tune

PSA

0
0.8
16
40
SO

(h)
Standard

Dl)

1

698
1591
14209

28692
40480

2

895
1971

18761

41523
59062

3

929
1937

17316

47720
65020

Data in table is in cpm

c. Sensitivity, recovery and precision
The sensitivity of PSA IRMA, defined as 2SD from the mean for data on the zero standard,
was 0.2ng/ml. The recovery of assay were 94.8°/o~102% and the in tra- and inter-assay
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variation were - 5 % and 1O%~16% respectively.

6. PSA level in normal subjects 30 male normal healthy subjects serum were colleced and
assay by PSA IRMA. The level was less than 2.7ng/ml.

CONCLUSION

PSA was purified from seminal Quid and immunizing sheep produced antiserum against
PSA. 3 cell lines that can secret PSA McAb were obtained. Different combination of McAb
and PcAb were compared. The combination P^Ajg as capture Ab and 125l-p27B, was chosen
for developing PSA IRMA kit and the kit have been used in hospital since this year.

As shown in Table 2, it is possible to develop f PSA ERMA kit if P27A10 used as capture
Ab and 30* Ab as tracer Ab because standard curve is very good.

Next, we are going to develop f PSA IRMA kit and do some work on tPSA and fPSA in
clinic.
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Developed Work:

1. Abstract. -

Mice were immunized with semen and natural PSA, following three different schemes. Splenocytes
from two hyper immune animals were fused with the P3/x63.Ag8.653 myeloma under conventional
hybridoma procedures. Stable hybrid cell cultures secreting antibodies specific to natural PSA were
obtained by cloning dilutions procedures. With a group of stable hybridoma cultures we developed
epitope characterization assays to determine whether the antibodies were capable of recognizing
PSA. According to the recognition level in ELISA, the hybridomas were classified in different
groups,. We select the best pairs of Mabs for developing a total and free PSA assays based on
ELISA or ERMA format. Our total-PSA based on IRMA format presented a good correlation in
comparison with CIS bio total PSA assay. We recommend our anti-PSA monoclonal antibodies to
develope an IRMA assay for total PSA. Cuban free-PSA assay is under evaluation at present.

2. Experimental Procedures. -

A. Prostatic specific antigen (PSA)

Natural PSA was purchased from Dr. M. Suresh (Alberta University, Canada) with at least 80% of
purity in lyophilized form. PSA was diluted in distilled water, as recommended by the supplier, to
final concentration of 1 mg/ml, aliquoted, and stored at - 80°C.

B. Immunization ofBalb/c mice with semen and PSA.

Three different immunisation schemes were followed. Two of them involved initial immunization
with semen, (PSA is one of the major proteins in the seminal fluid), followed by PSA. The "long"
scheme (Table 1) included eight immunizations with semen by the subcutaneous route, at 100 ug of
total protein per dose, followed by two doses of 50 jig of PSA. In the "short" scheme, the same
semen concentration was used, but through of the intraperitoneal cavity. As will be described in
Results and Discussion, these animals were not further immunized with PSA. The "intermediate"
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scheme combined a short time of immunizations using only purified PSA at low concentrations,

with the subcutaneous route (Table 1).

Animals selected to be used in the fusion were boosted intra-peritonealy in three doses (15 ug or 3
ug per animal in the "long" or "intermediate" scheme, respectively), during 72, 48 and 24 hours
before of the fusion procedures.

C. Generation of Monoclonal Antibodies (Mats) toPSA.

Two fusions were performed using the traditional protocol with PEG 42% as fusion agent, and the
myeloma P3/x63.Ag8.653. The splenocyte/myeloma ratio was 10:1 (100 xlO6 splenocytes and 10
xlO6 myelomas). The fused cell mixture was distributed in conventional 96 well-culture plates at a
final concentration of 1-xlO5 cells per well. The culture media (RPMI-1460, 10% fetal bovine
serum) was supplemented with HAT.

D. Direct ELISA used for screening the fusion..

Using the below assay we screened the fusions. Every positive well were expended to 24 wells plate
and re-screened. Polystyrene EIA strips (Polysorp, Nunc) were coated three hours at 37°C, with 1
ug/ml of the purified natural PSA in PBS buffer pH 7.2, 100 ul/well, and blocked with PBS-1%
non fat milk 1% (NFM). Hybrid supernatants were 1:2 diluted in PBS and incubated in the wells for
one hour at 37°C. After washing with PBS-0.05% Tween 20 (PBS-T), the strips were incubated
with commercial anti-mouse IgG HRPO-conjugated polyclonal sheep antibodies (Sigma, A0168),
for one hour at 37°C. The reaction was developed with citrate-phosphate buffer, pH=5.5, 0.014%
H2O2, 0.25% OPD (o-phenylenediamine, Sigma) for 10 minutes, and stopped with 50 ul per well of
2.5 M sulphuric acid. Absorbance was measured at 492 nm. An unrelated Mab to recognize gliadins
was used as negative control. The positive control consisted of a pool of reactive sera from the mice
immunised following the long scheme.

E. Preliminary characterisation ofMabs to natural PSA.

The ability of antibodies to recognize PSA in solution was accessed in a competition assay
Polystyrene EIA plates (Polysorp, Nunc) were coated at 37°C for three hours, with 1 ug/ml of the
PSA in PBS buffer pH 7.2, and blocked with 1% NFM in PBS. 100 ul of hybridoma supernatants
were pre-incubated with 100 ul of natural PSA at: (a) 0 (maximal signal), (b) 0.5, (c) land (d), 2
ug/ml. The pre-incubations were performed in 1.5 ml tubes for two hours at 37°C, under shaking
One hundred microliters of the pre-incubated samples were added to the plates for one hour at
37°C. The other steps were performed similar to the ELISA described in section D. The assay was
performed in duplicate, and the experiment was developed repeated at least twice. The values were
calculated using the following formula:

% of inhibition = (1 - ABS sample / ABS at 0 ug/ml of PSA) x 100

The signal should decrease if the antibodies recognize PSA in solution. We assumed that inhibition
occurred in the points where the inhibition percents were more than 50%.

F. (\ipture qfbiotin-PSA by a direct ELISA method.

Polystyrene EIA strips (Polysorp, Nunc) were coated at 37°C for three hours, with 1 ug/ml of anti-
PSA Mabs in PBS buffer pH 7.2. After that the plates were blocked with PBS-1% BSA (BDH),
200 ul/well. In house biotin-PSA at different antigen concentrations (between 100-1.25 ng/ml) was
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diluted in PBS-0.1% BSA and incubated in the wells for one hour at 37°C. After washing with
PBS-T, the strips were incubated for one hour at 37°C with a commercial streptavidin-HRPO-
conjugated (Amershan, RPN 1231) according to the manufacture instructions. The reaction was
developed with citrate-phosphate buffer, pH=5.5, 0.014% H2O2, 0 25% OPD (o-phenylenediamine.
Sigma) for 10 minutes, and stopped with 50 ul per well of 2.5 M sulphuric acid, and the absorbance
was measured at 492 nm. An unrelated Mab to recognize gliadins was used as negative control The
positive control consisted of a commercial capture anti-PSA Mab (Suresh-66).

(7. Epitope screening assay of the Mabs. Competition ELISA format

In order to identify the PSA epitope profile recognised by our antibodies, a competition ELISA was
developed. Polystyrene EIA plates (Polysorp, Nunc) were coated for three hours, with 1 ug/ml of
different PSA Mab in PBS buffer pH 7.2, and blocked with PBS-1% BSA for one hour at 37°C.
100 ul of purified Mabs were pre-incubated 1:1 (vol:vol) at different concentrations with 100 ul of
natural PSA (conjugated at NHS-biotin, Sigma H-1759) at: (a) 0 (maximal signal), (b) 0 5, (c)
land (d), 2 ug/ml. In some cases we used supernatants instead of purified Mabs at pure, 1.2 and 1A
dilutions. The pre-incubations were performed in eppendorf tubes for one hour at 37°C, under
shaking. One hundred microliters of the pre-incubated samples were added to the plates for one
hour at 37°C. Streptavidin-HRPO conjugate (Amershan) was used at 1:2500 for 40 minutes. The
other steps were similar to the ones described for the previous ELISA. The assay was performed in
duplicate, and the experiment was developed at least two times. The values were calculated using
the following formula:

% of inhibition = 100 - (ABS sample / ABS at 0 ug/ml of PSA) x 100

The signal should decrease if the non-coated antibodies identify PSA at the same place or neighbour
regarding of the coated anti PSA Mab. We assumed that inhibition occurred in the points where the
inhibition percents were more than 50%.

H. Sandwich ELISA to detect total or free PSA.

We developed some variants to detect PSA based in our Mabs. Polystyrene EIA strips (Polysorp.
Nunc) were coated at 37°C for three hours, with 1 ug/ml of anti-PSA Mabs in PBS buffer pH 7.2,
100 ul/well, and blocked with PBS-1% BSA. CIS bio-International PSA standards at different
concentrations (between 100-0.9 ng/ml) were used according with the manufacture instructions and
incubated in the wells for one hour at 37°C. After washing with PBS-T, the strips were incubated
with tracers Mabs-biotin at different concentrations (5 to 0.25 ug/ml) or incubation times (15 to 1
hour). The other steps were similar at the previous ELISA described in Section F The assay was
performed in duplicate, and the experiment was developed at least two times.

/. Standardization of an total and free IIWIA PSA assay

Based on epitope characterization experiments and the best pairs in the free and total PSA ELlSAs,
we developed two IRMA assays for detecting free or total PSA at the Institute of Isotopes of
Havana.

Ten monoclonal antibodies (PSA-1 to PSA-10) were labelled with 125I using the chloramine
method1 Briefly, 10 ul of Iodination buffer (0.1M Phosphate, pH 7.4), 0.5mCi carrier-free sodium
I25I, and lOul of chloramine T, were added to 40 ug of every anti-PSA Mabs at concentrations of at
least 2 mg/ml in PBS-tiomersal 0.02% The solutions were mixed for one-minute, and put at repose
it another minute, twice.



3. Detailed Results and Discussion. -

Immunisation schemes. -

We followed three immunisation schemes, using different antigen sources and inoculation routes
Two of them, were started with semen, and followed using natural PSA (detailed in Experimental
Procedures). Mice numbers 3 and 4 from the "long" scheme, developed a strong response against
purified PSA after the immunisations with semen (Figure 1). These animals were boosted with 15
Hg of PSA per mouse, leading to a further increase in the titres to this molecule. The "short"
intraperitoneal immunisation scheme was not useful, as mice presented low anti-PSA antibody
titres, in comparison with the "long" subcutaneous scheme (data not shown in detail).

The "intermediate" schedule was developed using purified PSA. We obtained a hyper-immunised
animal (number 3, Figure 2). We selected this animal to obtained hybridomas. Booster schedule was
similar that the previous fused animals, however, we boosted this animal with only 1.5 ug of PSA.

Fusion experiments. -

Mouse number 3 from the "long" subcutaneous immunisation procedure was selected for the fusion
experiment due to a slightly best slope of serological response for the PSA, in comparison with
mouse number 4 from the same scheme (Figure 3). Three days before the fusion, this animal was
intra-splenically boosted with 15 ug of PSA. Hybridisation of the spleen cells was done by
conventional PEG-mediated fusion (details in Experimental Procedures). Mouse number 3 from the
"intermediate" scheme presented a good humoral response with positive signal at dilutions 1 in
5000. We selected this animal to make a fusion.

We obtained 100% fusion efficiency in both fusions (Table 2). Using a direct ELISA, with natural
PSA-coated wells, we detected several dozen of hybridoma cultures secreting antibodies that
recognised the antigen. Of these, twelve and nine cultures for the first and second fusion,
respectively, exhibited a stable behaviour after being subcultured to 24-well plates, with ELISA
optical densities 10 times of those of negative controls (for some examples on the first fusion, see
Figure 3).

At present, all of hybridomas have been characterized as secretors of IgGi subclass (Table 3).
Specific anti-PSA IgG in ascitis was higher than 1 mg/ml. We calculated affinity of some anti-PSA
mabs using an ELISA method2.

Hybridoma characterisation and cloning. -

Total and free PSA assays are based in analytical detection of soluble PSA. The antibodies to be
developed should recognise PSA in solution, in order to be useful for diagnostic procedures. Hence,
we developed a competitive ELISA to screen the stable positive hybridoma cultures for this
purpose (see Experimental Procedures for details), before starting cloning procedures.

According with the results obtained in the competitive ELISA experiment, we classified the hybrids
in three different groups (Table 4). The first group (A) showed the best capabilities to recognise
PSA in solution, with inhibition percentages higher than 50%, at 0 5 ug/ml of soluble PSA. In order
to clarify whether the usefulness of Mabs from this group to detect PSA in serum samples of
patients could be better than that of Mabs from the other groups, we proceeded to clone cultures



After that, 10 fil of sodium metabisulphite (2 mg/ml) was added into the samples and mixed again
The purification procedure consisted in pass every sample trough sephadex G-25 column
(Pharmacia) previously equilibrated with 0.1M Phosphate, pH 7.4-1% BSA. Tracer's fractions were
eluted using the same buffer, and stored as deep-frozen aliquots. The specificity activity of I251
labelled antibodies was adjusted at approximately 15 Ci/g.

In order to standardized total and free PSA assays we assayed several combinations of Mabs.
Incubations times were in a range from 0.5 to 3 hours with a fixed capture Mab concentration and
tracers Mabs in a range between 1 to 2 xlO5 cpm. The signal was read in a gamma counter
(Minigamma 1275 LKB, Pharmacia).

We evaluated the new total PSA IRMA assays according to the biological limit detection, linearity
range, analytical detection limit, and the correlation with a commercial assay (CIS bio-International,
France).

J. Collection of sera panel for prostate cancer diagnostic studies.

We collected a panel of human sera from the Institute of Oncology and Radiobiology of Havana
Sera panel was aliquoted and frozen at -80°C. Serum PSA was analysed with the CIS bio (France)
PSA-total assay, according to the manufacturer's procedures.
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from the three groups. At present we already have 12 stable hybridoma clones that secrete Mabs.
The culture origin and denomination of these clones appears in Table 4

Capture of PSA. -

The performance to capture natural PSA varied according to the ability of each Mab to detect the
antigen under these conditions (Table 5 and Figure 4). PSA-4 performance was slightly better and
very similar to the commercial Mab Suresh 66 PSA-2, PSA-6, PSA-9 and Suresh-10 detected less
than 5 ng/mJ of the antigen. The detection limit for PSA-8, PSA-5, and Suresh-30 were equal or
higher than 10 ng/ml of natural PSA (Table 5).

PSA epitope screening assay with the new anti-PSA Mabs. -

Based on a competition ELISA we evaluated the pattern of recognition for natural PSA The
interaction Mab-antigen produced conformational changes. These interactions affect the recognition
of the antigen by the antibodies. For example, total and free PSA assays supplied by Bayer were
based on this principle3.

According to our results we developed some Mabs that recognise common epitopes (Table 6). For
example, PSA-2 recognise the same epitope that the commercial anti-PSA Mab Suresh 30, witch
detected only free PSA. However, the PSA capture assay and the inhibition percent (data no show),
suggested a better affinity for detecting natural PSA with PSA-2 Mab instead of Suresh-30.

PSA-9 recognised the same or neighbour epitope that the CIS bio capture Mab. PSA 8 inhibited the
recognition of PSA by CIS bio tracer Mab (total PSA assay) and Suresh-10. PSA-3, 10, and 11
recognized a third PSA epitope. Some pairs of Mabs in a sandwich format presented a better
performance to detect PSA antigen (Figure 7)

Standardization of a sandwich ELISA assays to detect total or free PSA. -

We evaluated combinations of Mabs based on the results obtained in the competition assays.
Commercials CIS Bio PSA curve showed a range between 100 ng/ml at 0.9 ng/ml. We evaluated
incubation times from 15 minutes to 1 hour. Tracer antibodies were biotinylated following
traditional procedures4. Tracers were assayed at dilutions between 2.5 to 0.25 ug/ml. The best
sandwich pairs to detected total PSA were PSA 4 as coated antibody, and PSA 8 or PSA 9 as
tracers (Table 8). We could detect free PSA using PSA 4 as coated Mab, and PSA 2 as tracer
(Table 8 and Figure 5). For these conditions the sensitivity was less than 1.25 ng/ml.

The follows up of prostatectomy require a PSA test with the capability to detect pg/ml of PSA We
considered our Mabs as a good alternative for developing ultra-sensitivity PSA ELISA. However,
the detection of possible CaP patients required a curve with a better linearity between 50 and 1
ng/ml PSA ranges. We reduced the incubations time (only 30 minutes), and we added only 50 ul of
samples in order to increase the linear range performance. We obtained a logarithmic curve using
CIS Bio standards (Figure 5 and Table 9). We evaluated a few samples with good correlation
according at CIS bio International assay (data not shown).

In house IRMA assays to detect total or free PSA. -

1RMA assays were based in a liquid phase capture system using magnetic particles, where the
capture-biotinylated anti-PSA antibody and tracer Mab were incubated at the same time with the
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samples. We evaluated several pairs of anti-PSA Mabs using different incubation times and tracer's
Mabs concentrations (data not shown in detail). Biotinilated PSA-4 for capture and PSA 9/ PSA 2
radiollabeled showed the best results for total/free PSA. respectively

Final standardization (Figure 7) for PSA capture includes a mixture of 50 ul of samples with 100 ul
of biotin-PSA 4 (capture Mab) at 10 ug/mJ and the same volume of PSA-9 (tracer Mab) at 1.25
xlO5 cpm. This incubation was performed in shaker two hours at room temperature After that, 500
u! of magnetic immunoabsorbent particles (Institute of Isotopes, Hungary) were added and
incubated 15 minutes at room temperature In order to separate the immunoabsorbent we used a
rack magnetic during 5 minutes discarding the supernatant. 0.05% PBS-Tween 20 was used to
wash the particles two times discarding the supernatant. At the end, the magnetic particles were
read one minute in a gamma counter.

Using this ERMA assay we were able to detect 25 pg/ml of PSA (Table 10). The slope of test was
better than the one obtained for CIS Bio total assay (Figure 7). The assay described in the present
report presented a linear range performance between 0.25 to 100 ng/ml, while the CIS bio assay
showed linearity between 1 to 100 ng/ml. Hook effect was observed in both cases at PSA values
near 1 (ig/ml. Functional sensitivity were similar in both systems.

Using our assay we evaluated 65 samples in parallel with a commercial CIS BIO total PSA kit
Samples were classified according to the cut of values commonly employed in clinical prostate
evaluation. PSA values more than 10 ng/ml correlated with metastasis presence in CaP patients,
while values between 4 to 10 ng/ml indicated a better probability to have localized CaP in the
prostate gland. PSA values less than 4 ng/ml correlated with a better prognosis or non-tumoral
prostate alteration.

In order to avoid misinterpretations, a basic principle of a new assay is classified samples with
similar values of commercial assays. We compare the new satndarized assay with CIS bio
commercial total PSA assay. Samples were classified in the same group by both systems (Table 11)
A good correlation was obtained between Cuban and CIS bio total assays (Figure 8). Based on this
result we would recommend our anti-PSA monoclonal antibodies to developed total PSA IRMA
assay.

At present, the assay to free PSA is under further evaluation

3. REFERENCES

1 Greenwoid F, et al. Biochemical J. 1963; 103: 120-128.
: Betty D, et al . J of Immunlogical Methods. 1987; 100: 173-174.
•' Jeffery W, Zhou Z, and Yeung K. Ciaical Chemistry 1998; 44:1216-23.
4 Leary J, et al. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 1983; 80: 4050.
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Table 1. Immunizations schedule with semen and purified PSA using different times and
inoculations via.
Scheme Dap, Dam

0, 7, 21, 36, 56, 76, 90, 112 Semen at 100 ug per mouse in AFC (day
"Long" scheme
(subcutaneous)

122, 132
"Intermediate" 0, 10 , 23 ,29, 32, 39
(subcutaneous)
"Short" scheme 0,7,21,36
(intraperitoneal)

0), and AFI (rest)

PSA at 15 ug per mouse in AFI
PSA at 1.5 ug per mouse in AFC (day 0),
and AFI (rest)
Semen at 100 ug per mouse in AFC (day
0), and AFI (rest)

Legend.- AFC: Complete Freund's adjuvant; AFI: Incomplete Freund's adjuvant; PSA: PSA
in phosphate buffer saline.

I OD 492 o
I 2.25 Legend

100 350 600 850 1100 1350 1600 1850 2100 2350 2600 2 850 3100

d i lu t ions in PBS

Figure 1. Serological response to PSA in mice immunised with the "long" scheme,
using semen fluid.

OD at 492 nm

3.0

200

Intermediate schedule

1200 2200 3200 4200
dilutions in PBS

Legend.-
+ Mouse 3

Mouse 2

Non related

5200 6200

Figure 2. Serological response to PSA in mice immunised with the "intermediate1

scheme, using natural PSA antigen.
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Figure 3. Serological response to natural PSA in mice numbers 3 and 4, from the
"long" scheme, immunized with semen fluid and boosted with natural PSA.

Table 2. Comparison of mice's fused from "long" (first) or "intermediate" (second) scheme.
First Fusion* Second Fusion**

Efficiency
Spleenocytes
First Screening11

Second Screening3

No. of stable clones

100%
HOxlO6

76
22
12

100%
95 xlO6

44
11
9

Legend. - *, mouse 3 from "long" scheme; **, mouse 3 from "intermediate" scheme;
number of positive clones; na, non available.
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J
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1
81
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107 223
Clones

494
Number

Figure 3. Optical density elicited in ELISA by the supernatant of 10 stable hybridoma
cultures derived from the first fusion.

Table 3. Characteristics of some PSA hybridomas.

Clones Affinity mgMt$vfmviti$
PSA-l
PSA-2
PSA-4
PSA-8
PSA-9

IgG,
IgG,
IgG,
IgG,
IgG,

2.7 x 10'
4.1 x 101

2.1 x 101

6.05
1.05
1.27
1.01
1.2



Table 4. Competition assay. Inhibition percent of the maximal signal according with different
concentrations of soluble PSA for the first fusion.

;
9

56

A 48
In
81

223

494

B :»1
54

107

C 1

22

| | | | | M | | |
iliiiiiiiilillllliiiite

90.7 89.8

84.2 82.9

95 94.7

96.3 96.1

94.2 94.2

93.8 92.8

93 92.2

78.3 67.7

82 59

18.9 4.2

44 23.9

13.5 5.4

illjll
lllllliiiilill

70.6

51.4

67.9

96.7

94.2

50

70.3

32.6

36

3.7

5.7

3.7

litlliftti

0.86

0.461

1.291

0.663

1.078

0.774

0.99

0.586

1.20"

1.381

1.371

0.617

liiljiS
PSA-5

PSA-11

PS A-10

PSA-8

PSA-9

PSA-4

PSA-6

PSA-3

PSA-7

PSA-11

PSA-1

PSA-2

Legend: * Concentration of PSA in solution. A, B, C are the groups with maximum, medium and
minimum of inhibition of OD by PSA in solution, respectively. OD, optical density at 492 nm.
See Text for more details about clones.

Table 5. "Capture" of free-PSA using anti-PSA Mabs.

No Mabs
PSA 2
PSA 4
PSA 5
PSA 6
PSA 8
PSA 9
Suresh 10
Suresh 30
Suresh 66

A signal at least

O D 492 nm
4.0

3.o :

2 . 0 -

1.0 -
-*•

0 0 HT̂ "

0 5

Umt Detection of PSA-Matin (ng/ml)
2.5
At least 1.25*
20
4
10
2.5
4
40
At least 1.25*

3 times higher than the negative control.

y = 0.06821 + 0.1925 ^ ^ 0 ^ 0 ,

R ! = 0.98 J * * ^ ^ _ _ J

P S A 4 _ ^ ^ ^ ^ — - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

^ ^ ^1 y

10 15 21) 2 5

v = 0 . 0 5 3 9 x + 0 .16

^^^^^^^^^^^ S u r e s h 66

^ y = 0.0S03.X + 0 . 1 7 9 9
P S A 2 ~ R = 0 .99

P S A 6

= 0 . 0 3 8 4 * + 0 . 1 6 1 5

R2 = 0 . 9 9 8 6

3 0 3 5 4 (I

P S A - B i o 1 i n n a /m 1

Figure 4. Analytical curves for direct detection of free biotin-PSA.



Table 6. Different Mab's groups according with the epitope characterization.
Gm up 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5
Snresh 66*
CIS bio 1*
PSA 4
PSA 1
PSA 5
4G8
2E10
5G9
8D5
5G8

Suresh 30**
PSA 2
8E12

Suresh 10*
CIS bio 2*
PSA 8

PSA 9
PSA 6
PSA 7
8A3

PSA 3
PSA 10
PSA 11

Legend: *Commercial Mabs that recognize total PSA, **Commercial Mab that only
recognize free PSA. CIS bio 1 to capture PSA and CIS bio 2 as tracer were supplied by CIS
bio International.

Table 7. Interaction Mab-PSA-Mab using the best pairs according with the capture assay.
Smdwkk inferacti^ns Blacked interatiUms
PSA 4/PSA 6 PSA 4/PSA 1 **
PSA 4/PSA 8 PSA 4 / Suresh 66 **
PSA 4/PSA 3 PSA 4/PSA 9
PSA 6/PSA 1 PSA 6/PSA 4
PSA 6 / Suresh 66 PSA 6 / PSA 9 **
PSA 6/PSA 3 PSA 9/PSA 1
PSA 9/PSA 4 PSA 9 / Suresh 66
PSA 9/PSA 6
PSA 9/PSA 3

Legend: First Mab was coated on the plates, and the second was pre-incubated with the
biotin-PSA. ** Mabs recognised the same epitope.

Table 8. Preliminary result using different anti-PSA Mab tracer and PSA 4 at coated Mab.
OD at 492 nm mth 0,5 fug/ml of tracer Mab

PSA (tig/ttd) PSA 2 PSA 6 PSA 8 P$A9
80
40
20
10
5
2.5
1.25
0

1.92
1.90
1.86
1.68
1.45
1.12
0.81
0.20

1.15
1.15
0.80
0.48
0.37
0.25
0.23
0.19

2.04
2.12
1.96
1.64
1.58
1.28
0.98
0.17

2.08
2.15
2.01
1.66
1.37
1.14
0.91
0.13

Legend. - PSA standards and tracers were incubated 40 minutes at 37°C. Streptavidin-POD
was incubated 1 hour at 37 °C. Italics numbers indicated the last value with at least two times
signal regarding of 0 ng/ml of PSA.
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Figure 5. Total and free PSA ELISA assays using CIS BIO standard curve.

Table 9. ELISA results detecting free or total PSA
OD at 492 nm with 9,5 fig/ml of tracer Mab

PSA {ttg/mt} PSA 2 PSA 9
1.30
1.33
1.20
1.00
0.76
0.71
0.35
0.18
0.07
0.06
029

Legend: *, Serum control at concentrations between 1 at 3 ng/ml.

100
50.0
20.1
12.0
6.0
5.1
1.5
0.9
0.0

Female Serum
CIS Bio control*

1.14
1.08
0.90
0.84
0.60
0.45
0.27
0.15
0.07
0.08
0.24

cpm
70000 -

20 40 60
PSA (ng/ml)

y = 13243Ln(x) - 4090.2

R2 = 0.9444

80 100

Figure 6. IRMA assays to detect total or free PSA assay using PSA-9 to
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IRMA format

v = 788.25x+ 4128.8

10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 100.0

-CIS bio —B— PS A 9 -Linear (PSA 9) • -Unear(CIS bio)

Figure 7. Performance of Cuban and CIS bio assays for detecting total PSA
based on IRMA format.

Table 10. Summary of the performance of Cuban total PSA assay and a comparison with CIS
bio total PSA assay. ^
:::;:;:::;:;x;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:::̂ :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;̂

Matrix
Sample volume
Sensitivity
Assay Range
Time from sampling to result
Number of operator critical step
Hook effect

lilllisiii^ii^iiiiiiiii
Serum
50 nl

0.025 ng/ml
0.25-100 ng/ml

2.5 hours
4

~ 1 ng/ml

Serum
50 ̂ 1

0.030 ng/ml
1-100 ng/ml

2 hours
3

~ 1 fig/ml

Table 11. Samples classification in both systems according with usual cut off values.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiipi

< 4 (n= 45)
4 to 10 (n= 10)
> l0(n=10)

45
10

10
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Figure 8. Correlation between Cuban and CIS bio total PSA assays.
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The study for the preparation of immunoassay kit(s) for total PSA and free PSA has
been divided so far in two parts:
In the first part (during the year 1998) an ELISA method was developed for total PSA,
after purchasing and selecting the most suitable antibody pairs. In the second part
(during the year 1999) the appropriate reagents (MAblO, MAb30, MAb66 and semi-
pure PSA) were received for the development of an IRMA PSA method. Specifically
this study involved the development of IRMA protocol for determination of free PSA.

PARTI

For the ELISA total PSA method ELISA plates were used for coating, for cost
effectiveness reasons on the selection of antibodies. Based on bibliography and our
experimental data we proceeded with the selection of antibodies.
• The coating procedure involved was carbonate buffer at pH=9.6 to dilute various

commercial monoclonal antibodies (MBP0404, MBP0403, MBP0405, GENZYME)
and polyclonals (PBP0101, PBP0122, GENZYME). The selected antibody pairs
capture/ detection antibodies were; MBP0405/ PBP0122 and mostly the pair
MBP0405/PBP0101.

• Second antibody anti-rabbit IgG HRP (whole molecule, SIGMA) and ABTS were
used for detection and determination of total PSA (f-PSA and ACT-PSA).

• The selected immunoassay protocol was used to obtain the standard curve with
reference range from 0.5 to 105.6 ng/mL (APPENDIX 1 & 2). Non statistical
results were obtained for normal serum samples, namely these were according with
the Enzymun PSA, BOEHRINGER kit.

• The stability of standards at room temperature, 4°C and 37°C was investigated
using various matrices (BSA, Female normal serum, Goat normal serum) and
estimated with commercial tests (Enzymun PSA, BOEHRINGER kit). The BSA
buffer was characterized as the most appropriate. In serum matrices f-PSA tended
to complex with serum proteins (ACT, a2M). Pure fPSA (>98%, SCRIPPS)
diluted in blocking buffer was used for standard preparation although their purity
was not tested experimentally. ACT-PSA (>95%, SCRIPPS) was also used for
standard preparation which gave similar standard curve, showing rather close to
equimolar response.

APPENDIX 1

1. MATERIALS

=> Coating buffer : 0.1M Carbonate buffer pH 9.6
=> Washing buffer I: Phosphate buffer 0.1M pH 7.4
=> Washing buffer II: Phosphate buffer 0.1M + Tween-20 (0.05%) pH 7.4
=> Blocking buffer: Carbonate buffer 0.1M pH 8.5 +1% BSA
=> Antibody Buffer: as coating buffer
=> Buffer for standards and controls: Phosphate buffer 0.1M pH 7.4 +0.05%

Tween+1% BSA
=> Substrate solution: 2.33g citric acid + 10.32g Na2HPO4 2H2O pH 4.4+ 98.45mg

NaBO2H2O2 3H2O+ 0.2085g ABTS (final pH= 4.48)



Standard solutions: Prepare the following concentrations of PSA in standard buffer

StO=O STl=0.53 ST2=3.17 ST3=13.2 ST4=52.8 ST5=105.6ng/mL

2. ELISA PROTOCOL for t-PSA

S Add lOOul (5ug/mL) coating (capture) antibody/ well
S Incubate overnight at 4°C
S Wash 3 times with washing buffer I (250uJ/ well)
S Block the plates with 250 uL/ well
S Incubate for 2 hours at RT or at 4°C overnight
S Blot the plate dry
S Wash 3 times with washing buffer II (250ul/ well)
S Add the standards (lOOuJ/ well)
^Incubate for 2 hours at RT
S Wash 3 times with washing buffer II (250uJ/ well)
S Add lOOul of the detection antibody (2.5 to 5 fig/mL).
^Incubate for 1 hour.

S Wash 3 times with washing buffer II (250jal/ well)
S Add second antibody with HRP conjugate (1 OOJJ.1/ well)
^Incubate for 1 hour at RT
S Wash 3 times with washing buffer II (250(4.1/ well)
V Add lOOul ABTS for 30 min and read in the ELISA reader at 405nm.

Results

For each value the NSB has been subtracted

1. Standard Curve

PSA

St ng/mL

0

0,53

3,17

13,2

52,8

105,6

mAb405/pAb101

Absorbance

0,081

0,203

0,615

1,023

1,301

1,584

mAb405/pAb122

Absorbance

0,086

0,325

0,564

0,980

1,271

1,489



2. Sample measurements

With std curve mAb405/pAb101

samplei conc.= 0,52 ng/mL

sample 2 conc.= 0,40 ng/mL

With std curve mAb405/pAb122

samplei conc.= 0,52 ng/mL

sample 2 conc.= 0,45 ng/mL

According to BOEHRINGER kit

sample 1 = 0,9 ng/mL Normal range < 4 ng/mL

sample 2 = 0,7 ng/mL

APPENDIX 2 (Standard curves for t- PSA)

1,6-

1,4-

1,2-

1,0-

^ 0 , 8 H

0,6-

0,4-

0,2-

0,0
0,1

t-PSA —•—m/Vb405/pAb101

10 100

ngPSA/mL



PART 2

In the second part the appropriate reagents (MAblO, MAb30, MAb66 and semi-pure
PSA) were received for the development of an IRMA PSA method. Specifically this
study involved the development of IRMA protocol for determination of free PSA.
• The MAb66 was used as the capture antibody and the MAb30 as the detection

antibody. Polystyrene tubes were coated with Mab66 (0.25-5u.g/mL). The MAb30
antibody was iodinated following the appropriately adjusted Chloramine-T protocol
(APPENDIX 3). A first reasonable approach was made towards the development of
the IRMA assay protocol for free PSA (APPENDIX 3 & 4).

• The best obtained standard curve of IRMA assay for f-PSA showed linearity
between values of 0 to 16 ng/mL (APPENDIX4).

• The PSA standards (semi-pure PSA from seminal fluid) were diluted in appropriate
dilution buffer (see materials in APPENDIX 4). The use of animal sera for standard
preparation was evaluated as inappropriate due tn highJairlgniniinri inH to protein
complexing with f-PSA.

APPENDIX 3

1. Materials for the iodination protocol

=> Na I125: 37 MBq (1 mCi) concentration 3.7 GBq/mL (100 mCi/mL)
=> Buffer A: 0.1M sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4
=> Buffer B : 0.2M sodium phosphate buffer containing 0.1M sodium chloride, 0.1%

bovine serum albumin and 0.05% sodium azide, final pH 7.4
=> Chloramine T solution: A 2 mg/mL solution in buffer A is made just prior to use.
=> Reducing agent: A 2,4 mg/mL solution of sodium metabisulfite and 0,1 mg/mL

tyrosine in buffer A is made just prior to use.

2. Iodination protocol

S Into a small eppendorf tube (1 '5 .5 cm) the antibody MAb30 (10 u.g/20 uL) in
buffer A) is used for iodination (20 uL) to which radioactive iodide (1 mCi), and
chloramine T solution (20 uL) are added successively.
S After mixing with gentle shaking, the solution is allowed to stand for 45 sec to allow
radio iodination to take place at R.T.
V Reducing agent (50 uL) is added to stop the radio iodination, and the resultant
solution is mixed. It is then ready for purification.
S The resultant solution (90 uL) is applied to a column (1X30 cm) containing
Sephadex G75.
S Elution is carried out with buffer B at a flow rate 20 mL/h and the fractions (0.6
mL) are automatically collected with a fraction collector.
S Each fraction (0.6 mL) is counted for radioactivity for 6 sec.
S An elution profile of radioactivity against fraction number is plotted next. (See Fig.
1)
S The highest radioactivity fraction is the tracer which diluted in the buffer B gives
200 000 cpm/lOOuL (Iodination yield 80%)
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Fig. 1. Gel filtrationof Mab30-l125The Mab30 (10 |jg) was iodinated with I125 (1
mCi) with the chloramine T method. It was then purified on a column (1X30
cm) of Sephadex G-75 resin at a flow rate of 20 mL/h and collecting fractions
of 0.8 mL The aliquots (0.8 ml_) of each fraction were measured for
radioactivity (6 sec).

APPENDIX 4

1. Materials for coating

=> Coating buffer : 0.1M Carbonate buffer pH 9.6
=> Washing buffer : 0.05 Phosphate buffer, 0.05% tween 20, and 0.01% sodium azide

pH7.4
^Blocking buffer : Carbonate buffer 0.1M pH 8.5, 0.01% sodium azide and 1.0%

bovine serum albumin.
=> Buffer for the standard solutions : Carbonate buffer 0.1M pH 8.5, sodium azide and

8% bovine serum albumin.

2.Coating protocol

1. Prepare 0.5 |ig/mL of MAb66 in coating buffer
2. Distribute 0.5 mL in each polystyrene tube
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3. Incubate 24h" at RT
4. Decant the tubes and leave up side down for 5 min
5. Wash the tubes five times with 1 mL of washing buffer, following vortex.
6. Distribute 1 mL of blocking buffer in each tube, incubate for 24h at RT
7. Follow again the steps 4 and 5

3.Standard solutions

Prepare the following concentration of f-PSA in the buffer for the standards solutions
(ng/mL):

ST0=O STl=0.2 ST2=0.4 ST3=1.0 ST4=4 ST5=8 ST6-16

4. IRMA assay protocol for f-PSA

S In the coated tubes, add 200 uL of standard in duplicate. Vortex.
^Add 100 uL of the tracer (MAb30-I125). Vortex
^Incubate for 24h at RT
v'Decant the tubes and leave up side down for 5 min
^Wash the tubes five times with 1 mL of washing buffer. Vortex
^Leave the tubes for 5 min up side down.
v'Count in the y-counter

Results

For each value the NSB has been subtracted

1. Standard Curve

Std con. ng/mL
0
0,2
0,4
1,0
4,0
8,0
16

cpm-l
202
576
1216
2231
8720
16834
28754

cpm-2
180
620
1318
2095
8605
16500
28405

average cpm
191
598
1267
2163
8662
16667
28579
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INTRODUCTION

Development of an IRMA for total-PSA was taken up in our laboratories
(Isotope Division, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Mumbai, India) and efforts were made to
obtain monoclonals for PSA at our laboratory. Following the guidelines laid at the first
meeting of this CRP we have used the reagents supplied by the Agency as well as our in-
house reagents, and attempted to develop assay procedures for measuring total-PSA in human
sera. The work carried out is detailed below.

WORK CARRIED OUT

Standard PSA: PSA from two different resources were tried as possible
standard PSA materials. These include PSA purified from seminal plasma (as outlined as an
annexe in the report of the first meeting) with the help of a collaborating institute, (Institute of
Research in Reproduction, Mumbai, India- IRR) and the PSA supplied by the Agency (from
Dr. Suresh's laboratory). The partially purified PSA preparations from IRR were found to be
of high potency, although not equivalent to the protein content. When tested on SDS-PAGE.
these showed several bands of proteins. This prompted us to further purify the fractions by
HPLC (in collaboration with IRR). The purified fractions showed single bands in SDS-PAGE
at molecular weight ~ 30,000 similar to a commercial preparation (Scripps). But, on testing
the potency, it was found that the potency was far less (at least 100 times lesser) than that
expected from the protein content.

The partially pure fractions were used for the immunisation of mice (for
monoclonal antibodies) while to obtain PSA to be used as standards in the assay, native-
PAGE of the partially purified fractions was carried out at preparative levels. There were
protein bands of several molecular weights and the different protein fractions were identified,
cut and eluted out into buffer. These were then concentrated, lyophilised and stored at a
minimum of 1 mg/ml protein level in tris buffer (0.1 M, pH 8). The potency of these
preparations was estimated by a commercial IRMA kit. The bands that exhibited the best
potency were then tested as standards during the assay optimization stage. The PAGE purified
preparations and the PSA supplied by the Agency were explored for use as standards after
estimating their potency using a commercial IRMA kit. In all, PSA from five sources - three
from commercial kits, the supplied PSA and the in-house PSA preparation could be compared
among each other.

Antibodies: Monoclonal antibodies were raised against PSA at our
laboratory using the partially pure PSA preparation to immunise the BALB/c mice. Binding to
I25I-PSA and anti-mouse antibody-ALP enzyme assay were both used to identify the antibody
secreting wells. Initial attempt made in April 98 was not successful although there were
several growth positive clones. A second attempt in August 98 bore better results. A large
number of wells (~ 22 %) were growth positive, of which nearly 88% were immunoreactive
(binding I25I-PSA and anti-mouse antibody-ALP). With passage of time, 35 wells had
stabilised with positive response. The best among them, 4A6, exhibiting high binding with
I25I-PSA (55%) was used for limiting dilution to pick single clones. Many other less binding
wells were mixed and a limiting dilution was carried out on the mixed cells too. There were
79 positive clones from the 4A6 while none from the mixed clone. All the 79 wells with
single clones were grown to confluence and frozen for further studies. Out of these, six sturdy



ones were grown as ascites in mice. The secreted antibodies were purified (by caprylic acid
precipitation, ammonium sulphate precipitation and dialysis), concentrated and studied for
their usability as coating antibody or as tracer antibody.

In order to test the usability of in-house antibodies, the supplied
antibodies, namely Mab 66 and Mab 10 were used for comparison. Using the Mab 10 tracer,
all the antibodies to be tested including Mab 66, were coated on tube surfaces and checked for
binding. Table-1 shows the binding of the selected six antibodies (coated to the tubes) to Mab
10 tracer at two different levels of PSA standards.

Table -1 : Testing of the suitability of the in-house Mabs for coating

Mab - description

66

19

2S

17

18.3

18.1

1B2

% B/T

lOng/ml

4.7

5.5

3.3

9.6

8.5

2.3

0.8

200 ng/ml

33

33

27

25

22

19

3.6

It was observed that except 1B2 the rest five were responding to the
changes in PSA concentration. Mab 19 and 2S were quite comparable to the Mab 66 and
hence were pursued further for use as coating antibody.

Similarly, tracers were made using the in-house antibodies and tested for
binding on Mab 66 coated surfaces. As expected, antibodies which were similar to Mab66
(table 1), did not exhibit any binding to Mab 66 coated tubes. But, 1B2, the only antibody that
did not bind to Mab 10 tracer very well, did not prove to be a good tracer antibody either.
Hence, radioiodinated Mab 10 was used as the tracer for our development studies. However,
to test the retention of immunoreactivity after radioiodination of our antibodies, these were
reacted with PSA in Mab 10 coated tubes. Tracers made from all the antibodies except 1B2
bound to the tubes proving that the radioiodination was not damaging the molecules or
hampering their immunoreactivity.

Independently, a system of Mab 66 coated tubes and Mab 10 tracer was
optimised. This served as an authentic system to test the in-house reagents.

Tracer: Mab 10 supplied by the Agency and the in-house monoclonal
antibodies were labelled with I2SI using Chloramine-T as the oxidant. Radiolabelling was
carried out along the lines discussed in the last meeting. In a nutshell, 10 \±g Mab (10 p.L) was
taken in a tube to which 30 uL 0.5 M phosphate buffer. 3.7 MBq (100 uCi) l25INa and 12 (ig
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Chloramine-T (10-20 uL) were added serially and mixed for 120 seconds. The reaction was
stopped by the addition of 100 fig sodium metabisulfate (100 uL) and the radiolabelled
antibody was purified by gel filtration over a Sephadex G 75 column (30 x 1 cm). The tracer
was eluted with 0.05 M phosphate buffer containing 0.1% BSA and refrigerated after
appropriate dilution in the same buffer. The percentage iodination yield and the purity of the
peak fractions were estimated by paper electrophoresis. Typically, 50-60 % radioiodination
yield was obtained resulting in a specific activity of 6-7 jj.Ci/p,g. The non-specific binding
(zero binding) was < 0.5 % and the tracer was stable at least for 30 days.

O"
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Elution Volume (mL)
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Figure 1 : Typical Elution Profile of the radioiodinated Mab

Radioiodinated PSA was prepared and used for screening the antibody
secreting clones. Pure PSA from Scripps, USA, which was also radioiodinated in similar lines
gave poor yields and poor quality tracer that was very unstable (<10 days), despite several
efforts.

Separation Matrix: Coated tubes and magnetic cellulose were tried as the
two possible solid matrices for separation.

Tubes with extra surface area (star tubes) as well as plain tubes were
tested. Coating was tried both by

1. passive coating, wherein ~ 1 p.g antibody/tube was added in 0.1 M
bicarbonate buffer at pH 8.5 and left over night; and

2. chemical coupling after activating the polymer surface with gluteraldehyde.
In this case, the tubes were initially treated with 2.5% gluteraldehyde in
bicarbonate buffer for 18 h at 4°C followed by 1 jag Mab solution in bicarbonate
buffer for 18 h at 4°C. They were then blocked with 0.2% BSA in borate buffer for
18hat4°C.



In both cases, the tubes were thoroughly washed with buffer containing
Tween-20 after each step. The tubes were dried and stored cold in airtight bags. Contrary to
our expectations, the chemical coupling of antibodies did not give encouraging results. The
larger surfaced star tubes also failed to show any advantage over the plain tubes. Passive
coating was successful and gave reproducible results. Hence, in all the optimization
experiments, ordinary tubes coated by passive coating were used. The intra- and inter- assay
variations were around 10 % and 15% respectively and the stability of the coated tubes was
poor at -10-15 days. Efforts to improve these characteristics by varying the coating matrices
and coating procedure are being pursued. Table-2 illustrates the results obtained with the
antibody coating of tubes and the effect of amount of coating antibody is seen in table-3.

Table - 2 : Results of the antibody coating of polystyrene tubes

PSA (ng/mL)

Plain Tubes

Physical Adsorption

Active Coating

Star Tubes

Physical Adsorption

Active Coating

%B/T

2 10 50 100

0.9 2.3 11.7 19.1

Negligible binding in all tubes

0.7 2.0 12.3 18.9

Negligible binding in all tubes

Tracer ~ 15 ng/80,000 cpm, 3h reaction, R.T.

Table-3 : Effect of the amount of coating antibody on binding

Mab(19) amount

(ig/tube

0.5

1

2

5

20

% B/T at different PSA levels (ng/mL)

1.5

0.4

0.3

0.6

0.8

-

5

1.5

3.5

3.3

3.8

3.2

10

3.3

8.6

7.1

8.3

-

50

9.4

23.5

19

25

19.3

100

9.5

25

22

27

-

* Tracer ~ 15 ng/80,000 cpm, 3h reaction, R.T.

Magnetic cellulose that was existing in our laboratories was used for
these studies and were not fresh. 200 mg of particles in 5 mL suspension was activated with
carbonyl diimidazole, coupled to Mab (in bicarbonate buffer, 18h, R.T.) and then blocked
with Glycine. The detailed procedure given in the earlier TECDOC on this subject was



followed. The coated magnetic cellulose particles were stored as suspension at 2.5 mg/ml in
0.05M phosphate buffer. The effect of amount of antibody coated cellulose on the binding at
different PSA levels is shown in table-4. The variation due to the presence of serum is also
depicted in the same table.

Table-4 : Effect of amount of Mab coated magnetic particles on the binding

Amount of Mab* % B/T at different PSA Levels (ng/ml)

1 2 5 50 100

Binding without serum

1

2.5

5

1.2

1.3

1.7

5.0

6.0

7.0

14.0

22.0

26.0

Binding with addition of 100 juL PSA free human serum

2.5

7.5

0.4

1.2

1.3

2.3

8.6

9.7

11.0

13.4

* This refers to the amount of antibody(Mab 2S) spent and not the amount actually
present in the particles

15 ng/80,000 cpm tracer Mab 10, reaction 3 h, R.T.

It was observed that the although magnetic cellulose particles could be
coated with antibodies and used in the assay, the amount of particulates needed per tube was
high and far more antibody had to be spent compared to the coated tubes. It is presumed that
the coating efficiency was poor, perhaps due to the age of the particles (they formed clumps
and settled very rapidly at the bottom of the tube) which has in effect led to the poor economy
of the antibodies. The precision was far better than the coated tubes (<5% variations in our
case and ~2% variations with IZTOP kit which also uses magnetic cellulose coated particles).
However, as seen in table-4, addition of serum had pronounced effect on binding when the
magnetic particles were used while in the case of tubes, the binding decreased just by 1 or 2
%. It was decided to explore magnetic cellulose particles as the coating matrix further using
fresh particles.

Assay Optimization and Validation: The supplied reagents Mab 66 and
Mab 10 and the in-house reagents were used and optimized for obtaining a feasible assay-
procedure. Initially Mab 66 and Mab 10 tracer were used to optimize an IRMA system. This
system was compared with a commercial IRMA kit (IZTOP) and was then in turn used for
comparing different systems developed using in-house reagents. As mentioned earlier, among
the six in-house monoclonal antibodies tested, few could be used as coating antibody (with
Mab 10 tracer) while none could be used as the tracer antibody.

IRMAs could be optimized using the supplied reagents (Mab66 +
Mab 10) and with Mab 19 or 2S (in-house Mabs) + Mab 10. In each case, assays were
developed with the in-house PSA. the supplied PSA and the standards from a commercial kit



(IZTOP, Hungary). Assays were carried out for 3 h at ambient temperature and optimised for
100 uL serum sample, 100 ^L tracer antibody and 300 \xL PBS buffer (pH 7.5), 0.5% BSA. A
typical set of results on the tracer amount optimization is shown in table-5. Based on these
results, 15 ng/tube of tracer was used in most experiments, to obtain reasonable lowest
detection limit and range.

Table - 5 : Effect of the tracer amount on binding

Tracer

ng/tube

3.2

7.5

15

30

% B/T at different PSA levels

1

1.9

2.4

1.3

0.5

5

12.8

11.5

6.1

1.7

10

22.8

22.0

11.4

4.0

50

31.2

30.0

24.4

13.2

100

33.0

30.0

28.0

14.7

In-house standards, Mab 19 capture Ab (2 u.g/tube), reaction 3 h, R.T.

The assays developed at our laboratory had a sensitivity of-0.5-1 ng/ml
while the commercial kit used (IZTOP, Hungary) had far better sensitivity at ~0.1ng/ml.
Typical standard curves obtained using the different standards as well as different antibody
combinations are shown in the figures 2-5. Standard curves obtained with Mab 66 and some
of the in-house antibodies were similar. Mab 2S is depicted here as an example (figures 2,3).
However, there are differences between the standard curves when using the commercial
IZTOP standards (figure 4) and for the Mab 66 system with the three different standards
(figure 5). With the limited amounts of the other two commercial standards from kits (DPC
and DSL) standard curves were set up. These were closer to the standards supplied by
Dr Suresh (Univ. of Alberta, UA). These results lay emphasis on the need for proper
calibration of the standards.

F i g u r e 2 : PSA IRMA Standard Curves with Standards Supplied (Dr. Suresh)
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Figure 3 PSA IRMA Standard Curves with the in-house Standards
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Several samples were obtained from the local cancer hospital (Tata Memorial
Hospital, Mumbai, India) which had been analysed by ELISA method for PSA levels. The
optimized systems were then used for sample analysis and compared. A commercial IRMA kit
was also used to measure PSA levels in the samples. The sample values obtained by the
various procedures were then compared with each other. Although the standard curves were
obtained with reasonable efforts, the sample analyses results were complicated. On analysing
the standards from three different commercial kits (DSL, DPC and IZTOP) as well as
analysing the same samples in different optimised assay systems, it was found that the values
did not always match with that supplied by the hospital (ELISA method). This was especially
so in the case of samples having very high PSA values (which could perhaps be attributed to
'"hook effect"). Even the standards from different kits did not match well. The in-house
standards also seemed to need further attention and calibration at the stage of sample analysis,
although at the assay development stage the standard curves were very similar to the other
systems! The sample results from ten typical samples are shown in table -6.

Table -6 : Typical sample values (ng/mL) obtained using different assay systems

Sample no:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

TMH values

ELISA kit

1.1

1.5

2.3

3.0

3.5

7.0

11.5

16.0

34.2

450

IZTOP

Mag. Cell.

0.32

1.8

2.8

3.0

5.0

4.0

55.0

24.0

35.0

17.0

Coated tubes, Mab 10 tracer

Mab66

2.0

2.0

1.8

2.0

4.0

1.8

60.0

10.0

10.0

70.0

Mab 19

2.0

5.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

26.0

2.0

8.0

26.0

Mab2S

4.0

3.5

2.2

2.0

5.5

2.0

19.0

3.0

7.5

36.0

Although the correlation with the supplied values (TMH, ELISA kit) was not very
encouraging, barring a few sample results (1 or 2), the results correlated reasonably well (y
-0.8-0.9). Between the developed systems the co-relation was very good (0.92 - 0.98).

CONCLUSION

In conclusion it was found that
1. An IRMA system can be optimized with the supplied reagents with ease,
2. A thorough optimization is possible with a larger amount of reagents,
3. Coated tubes are feasible but need improved stability and magnetic cellulose particles

should be explored as possible solid matrix for coating,
4. Standard PSA preparation is an important problem to be addressed as suggested by the

discrepancies in the sample values obtained (both sporadic and regular) when different
standards are used.
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Abstract

The report summurizes our results obtained in the field of PSA IRMA kits development.
In these expriments , we used Avidin-Biotin technology for coating of antibodies on
beads / tubes and studied various parameters, such as investigation of different types of tubes,
incubation time, volume of samples etc., as well as comparing two types of Mabs of PSA
(free and total) for coating on the surface of bead / tube and obtaining optimized requirments
to achive reliable and simplified assays of PSA (free and total) in serum .

Introduction

Sandwich IRMA method using tubes as solid phase , is the type of assay of choice for
t & f PSA measurement in serum. In this case, we utilized the matched pair of monoclonal
antibodies against the epitopes on PSA that are removed from ACT binding area as capture
and (tPSA) tracer antibodies. A monoclonal antibody against a determinant on PSA that is
involved in binding to ACT as (fPSA) tracer antibody could achieve measurement for fPSA
and tPSA. For immobilising of capture antibodies on the wall of tube or bead, we applied, at
first ,simple direct coating methods but could not obtain sufficient adsorbtion on the wall .
Therefore we used avidin-biotin system to enhance coating efficiency and sensitivity of
assay .In this procedure avidin was coupled to the beads or tubes and the capture antibody
was biotinylated. After a careful study of various parameters , sandwich forms were
established at room temprature for both t and f PSA.

Materials

Matched pairs of monoclonal antibodies for PSA PSA66 (capture antibody), PSA30
(tracer antibody), PSA10 (tracer antibody) and semipurified (~ 70 % purity) PSA were
obtained from Dr.M.R.Suresh, Faculty of pharmacy; University of Alberta; Canada.
Biotinamidocaproate-N-hydroxy succinimide ester, avidin from egg white, glycine, BSA.
dimethyl formamide were purchased from SIGMA chemical Co, glutaraldehyde from
E.Merck, other chemicals were purchased from Fluka and BDH.
Rabbit IgG were prepared in our laboratory.
Polystyrene beads; 8 mm diameters ; specfinish were from Kramel Biotech; UK.
Polystyrene tubes for antibody coating were purchased from four companies: Nunc in
Denmark; Western in Germany ; Griena in Germany and the fourth was from local company.
Polypropylene tubes were from local company.
I25I; Cat. No. IMS 30 from Amersham; UK .



Methods

1 - Coating of avidin on polystyrene beads and tubes.
The procedure for coating of avidin on beads and tubes was carried out as

reported in refs ( 3 & 4 ) .In this procedure we immersed the beads in 0.2% BSA in of 0.1M
biocarbonate buffer or 0.05M phosphate buffer for 3 - 4 hrs., rinsed with distilled water twice
and placed in 2% glutaraldehyde in distilled water for overnight , washed ten times with
distilled water and incubated in avidin solution 40 wg/mL in phosphate buffer for two hrs at
RT, washed 3 times with distilled water, glazed with 0.5 % BSA and 2.5 % sucrose , finally
dried , sealed in plastic container and stored at - 20°C .
For coating of tubes, we used the same procedure and distributed the solutions 300 u\ of
avidin solution per tube.

2 - Biotinylation of capture antibody and rabbit IgG.
By using the procedures mentioned in refs ( 3 & 5 & 6 ) , we dissolved 1 mg of

antibody in 0.5 mL bicarbonate buffer (0.1 M ), 10 u\ of biotin solution ( lmg / mL DMF )
was added to the above solution stirred and incubated for 2 hrs. at R.T. , again added 10 uL
biotin solution and incubated for 2 hrs. at R.T. After incubation , in order to remove unreacted
biotin , the solution was dialysed against the phosphate buffer for overnight and finally
diluted with 50 mL of assay buffer , added 900 mg of NaCl , 300 mg of BSA , 1 mL of
normal mouse serum , neomycin ( 0.1 g / 10 mL ) and chloramphenicol ( 0.34 g / 10 mL )
and stored at 4 °C.

3 - Radiolabelling of antibodies
Two monoclonal anti PSA and Rabbit IgG were labelled with 125I using the chloramin-

T method . The specific activity was adjusted to about 10 wCi / Mg . 125I labelled antibodies
were purified by gel filtration using sephadex G-25 , aliquoted and stored at -20 °C .

4 - PSA standards preparation
At the biginning of the experiments , we used calibrated stock PSA standards donated

by NETRIA , and investigated parameters belonging to the capture and tracer antibodies .
Along with , diluted and calibrated the semipurified PSA from university of Alberta against
the commercial PSA kit. After finding the exact concentration , calculated and adjusted the
volume , calibrated again , aliquoted and stored frozen .

5 - Optimization of assay protocol
In this part of work , the main studies that were conducted are :

a : The effect of different concentrations of biotinylated antibodies on coupling antibodies
with the avidin coated beads and tubes .
b : Comparison of the two PSA antibodies in labelling with 125I and immobilization on

beads .
c : Comparison of different types of tubes for antibody on immobilization and assay
performance.
d : Various factors to get the easiest method assay with enough sensitivity.

Results and discussions

1 - Effect of avidin and biotinylated IgG concentrations on immobilization .
The intraction between avidin and biotin occurs rapidly and high stability of the

complex has caused to use in a wide variety of applications including immunoassays .Avidin
is a tetrametric glycoprotein of 66000 - 68000 mol.wt. found in egg albumin . Biotin is a



if
relatively small and hydrophobic molecule that functions as coenzyme of carboxylases . It is
present in all living cells . This small molecule when directly bound to an antibody , hidden
itself and become inaccessibility to avidin .

The biotinamido-caproate-N-hydroxy succinimide ester , because of presence of spacer
arm , reduces the steric hindrances and causes accessibility to react with avidin in a ratio of
four biotin molecules to one molecule of avidin . Succinimidyl moiety helps to react with
amino groups of lysine of protein.
In our expriments , we prepared avidinated beads by two methods ; passive simple coating
procedure and active coating by using BSA and glutaraldehyde as described earlier . In each
method various concentrations of avidin was applied 10 ,20 ,30 ,40 ,50 , 60 , 70 ,
80 wg / mL . After avidination , placed them into assay tubes that contains 125I-biotinylated
IgG solution with proper specific and concentration activity , incubated for two hrs. at R.T. ,
washed and calculated the percentages of coupled IgG to the beads . We obtained maximum
adsorbed IgG 72% in 60 wg / mL avidin in passive coating procedure meanwhile in BSA
method maximum adsorbed IgG was 83% occurred at 40 wg / mL avidin .
After obtaining optimized avidin concentration , we used different concentrations of
125I-biotinylated IgG in order to find the optimum range of antibody concentration for active
coating . In this procedure,for comparison , used two types of tubes along with beads.The
results are shown in Table 1 . From the data presented in this table , it can be concluded that :

a : In concentration of 3 wg / mL of IgG , there is maximum antibody adsorbtion on the
surface of tubes and in case of beads we can achieve more amount coated antibody by
increasing the concentration to 4 - 5 wg IgG / mL .
b : Now we know the amount of remaining antibody in the solution after coating , it is

possible to use again with calculation for addition the rest of antibody .
c : We do not observe any differences in the amount of coated IgG between two types of

tubes, Nunc polystyrene tubes specialized for coating and local polypropylene tubes for assay.

Table 1: Effect of different 125I-Biotinylated IgG concentrations on coupling to
avidinated tubes and beads

No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

IgG Cone.
«g / mL

11
9
8
7
5
4
3
1

0.5
0.3
0.1

0.05

Nunc 1tube
(Polystyren)

Percent/tube

4.3
16.1
20.8
22.4
31.1
38.7
54.5
66.7
69.5
64.5
65.2
61.6

ng/tube

473
435
499
472
467
465
491
200
105
58
19

9.3

Local assay tube
( Polypropylen)

Percent/tube

14.6
19.6
23.5
26.7
33.2
43.6
58.7
66.2
67.4
58.4
54.6
49.1

ng/tube

483
531
565
561
498
522
528
198
182
82
16
7.3

Beads
(Polystyren)

Percent/tube

26.2
28.6
36.9
37.5
48.2
59.4
63.1
68.6
64.2
55.6
51.2
49

ng/tube

667
774
886
563
723
712
567
206
96
50
12

7.2

2 - Effect of biotinyiated capture antibody concentration on the reaction with avidinated beads
and sandwich complex formation .



We added in assay tubes 20 uh standards of 0 , 2.5 , 125 and 315 ng / mL ,100 uL assay
buffer (0.05M phosphate buffer + 1% BSA + 0.1% gamma globulin ) , 100 wL biotinylated
capture antibody in various concentrations of 0.05 , 0.1 , 0.25 , 0.5 , 1.5 , 2.5 , 5 and 10
«g / mL , 100 ML 125I-tracer antibody no. 10 as well as no. 30 in two separate assay
respectively and one avidinated bead , were incubated under gentle rotation for 4 hrs. at room
temprature. The beads were washed with wash buffer 3 times and counted . The results are
shown in Table 2 and Table 3 .
As it is observed in tables , 2.5 ug I mL concentration ( 0.75 ug I tube or bead ) of
biotinylated capture antibody can be optimized for setting up sandwich form of IRMA
However using more than this concentration would be waste of materials as it attains the
saturated state .We also observed differences of bound to total ratio between the two tracer
antibodies. Maximum binding of antibody 10 is about 30% whereas in case of antibody 30
obtained only about 9% . If we consider that the two types of antibodies possess the same
affinity , the differences of B/T could be the result of the nature of antibodies which are
against two different types of epitopes with different densities. Since the concentration of free
PSA is less than total PSA, it is concluded that antibody 30 should be for fPSA and antibody
10 for tPSA assays .

3 - Effect of incubation time and rotation .
The dependence of labelled sandwich complex formation on incubation time and

rotation at room temprature was investigated by adding the reagents in tubes under the same
conditions of protocol and volume mentioned earlier for both tracer antibodies 30 and 10
and incubating for 2 , 3 , 4 and 18 hrs. with and without rotation . The count rates ( for 2 and
4 hrs. incubation time ) are listed in Tables 4 . As it is indicated in the tables , the bound
radioactivities enhance with increasing incubation time as well as occur more bound activities
by rotation . The results for 18 hrs. are approxmately the same as that of 4 hrs incubation
time . We can choose 4 hrs. as optimum incubation time with rotation , as well as two hrs
incubation time and even without rotation, because of its standard curve is in good
approximate and parallel, it can be acceptable too .

Table 2 : Count rates of effect of different biotinylated capture antibody
concentrations on sandwich complex formation with tracer antibody 30

Capture
Biotinylated
Antibody
( ug / m L )

0.05
0.1
0.25
0.5
1
1.5
2.5
5
10

Binding ( C P M )

PSA (ng/mL)
0
89
135
115
162
99
109
116
134
130

2.5
131
83
162
157
166
198
213
235
232

12.5
129
136
259
882
2058
2567
3031
3246
3012

315
132
206
261
1343
3252
3915
4794
5557
4669

Total ( C P M ) : 60810

Table 3 : Count rates of effect of different biotinylated capture antibody
concentrations on sandwich complex forming with tracer antibody 10.



Captured
Biotinylated

Antibody
(«g / mL)

1
1.5
2.5
5
10

Binding (CPM)

PSA ( n g / m l )
0

66
55
64
91
59

2.5
124
190
182
204
128

12.5
8156
9674
11964
9590
9768

315
14145
18208
19933
20305
19208

Total ( CPM ) : 71155

Table 4 : Effect of incubation time and rotating on the standard curve

Table 4 - 1 : Tracer antibody 30 , 2 hrs.

PSA ( ng / mL )
0.00
2.50
10.00
30.00
60.00
120.00
360.00

With Rotating
Count Rate ( mean )

237.5
404.0
634.5
1512.0
3056.0
4694.5
9921.5

CV%
55.7
10.0
8.6
1.9
6.2
11.2
2

Total Count ( CPM ) : 62648.2
M X B / T : 18.62%

Without Rotating
Count Rate ( mean )

245.0
327.0
485.5
968.5
1615.0
2528.0
5211.5

CV %
16.7
8.6
3.6
0.7
0.7
2.1
0.3

Total Count ( CPM ) : 62922.5
M X B / T : 9.55 %

Table 4 - 2 : Tracer antibody 30 , 4 hrs.

PSA ( ng / mL )
0.00
2.50
10.00
30.00
60.00
120.00
360.00

With Rotating
Count Rate ( mean )

340
728

1552.5
3188.0
5847.5
8228.5
13589

Total Count ( CPM ) :

CV %
12.1
9.1
6.3
3.1
4.1
4.7
0.2

63375
M X B / T : 25.19%

Without Rotating
Count Rate ( mean )

435.0
574.0
1057.0
2495.0
4452.0
6049.5
9815.5

Total Count (
MXB/T

CPM ) :

CV
52
7

%
.4
|

6.3
0
1
3
0

6
7
1
8

63508
: 17.86 %

Table 4 - 3 : Tracer antibody 1 0 , 2 hrs.



PSA ( ng / mL)
0.00
2.50
10.00
30.00
60.00
120.00
360.00

With Rotating
Count Rate ( mean )

111.5
227.0
555.0
2135.5
5055.0
9385.0

21411.0

CV %
40
6.9
14.3
3.5
5.9
7.2
0.2

Total Count ( CPM ) : 83778.3
MXB / T : 30.54 %

Without Rotating
Count Rate ( mean )

66.5
158.0
356.0
956.5
2266.5
4277.0
99480.0

CV %
1.1
0.9
2.8
8.8
4.1
4.8
4.4

Total Count ( CPM ) : 83652
MXB / T : 13.04 %

Table 4 - 4 : Tracer ant ibody 1 0 , 4 hrs.

PSA ( ng / mL)
0.00
2.50
10.00
30.00
60.00
120.00
360.00

With Rotating
Count Rate ( mean )

105.0
315.0
558.5
2971.5
8270.0
13061.5
25040.5

CV %
22.9
3.1
8.5
2.0
1.4
8.7
6.5

Total Count: 82995
MXB / T : 36.08 %

Without Rotating
Count Rate ( mean )

98.5
270.5
638.5

2294.0
5110.5
8660.0
16066.0

CV %
12.2
1.3
10.7
8.3
4.3
9.6
1.0

Total Count: 83612
MXB / T : 22.94 %

4 - Effect of standards volume on the standard curve .
As it was mentioned in section 2 , because of low concentration of fPSA, its bound

radioactivity decreased relative to tPSA .In this case , by increasing the volume of standards
can compensate this reduction of bound radioactivity.
For doing this expriment , we applied different volumes of PSA standards from 10 to 100 uL
and did the assay under the same protocol as described earlier . As indicated in Table 5 , by
using 100 wL of standards for tracer antibody 30 , obtained maximum binding radioactivities ,
but in the case of tracer antibody 10 , because of using high concentration of PSA standards in
assay , there is probability to reach saturation state and occurs hook phenomenon , it is
prefered to use 50 wL standards and samples as optimized volume in the assay .

Table 5 : Effect of standards volume on the standard curve
Table 5 - 1 : High concentration standards

B/T%
PSA

( ng / mL )

0.00
2.50
10.00
30.00
60.00
120.00
360.00

Tracer antibody 10

10 ML

0.3
0.6
1.1
2.4
4.3
6.8
16

20 ML

0.3
1

1.2
2.8
6.5
11
26

50 uL
0.2
0.8
1.4
5

10.7
15.7
27.2

100 ML

0.1
0.8
2

7.1
13
17
20

Tracer antibody 30
10 HL

0.6
1.2
1.5
2
3

4.9
12

20 ML

0.5
1.4
1.9
2.7
5.3
8
16

50 wL
0.4
1.5
2

5.4
9.2
13.9
17.9

100 uL
0.3
1.5
3.1
8

9.5
14

17.4

Table 5 - 2 : Low concentration standards
B/T%

PSA
( ng / mL )

Tracer antibody 10
20 50 «L 100 uL

Tracer antibody 30
20 ML 50 «L 100 «L



0.00
0.50
2.00
5.00
16.00
50.00

0.2
0.25
0.3
0.7
1.7
4.1

0.2
0.26
0.38
1.1
3.3
9.5

0.2
0.26
0.4
1.3
4.5
11.3

0.5
0.5
0.7
1.2
2.
4

0.38
0.7

0.86
1.5
3.7
7.3

0.29
0.7
0.93

2
5

9.5

5 - Comparison of different types of tubes for coupling PSA and sandwich complex
formation.

After optimization of coated beads with obtaining acceptable results particularly for
tPSA , we applied various polystyrene tubes for antibody coating made by known
manufacturers and also local polypropylene and polystyrene immunoassay tubes .For
sandwich reaction and assay to compare and optimize , used the same procedure as for
beads by adding 300 uL for avidin solution with 40 wg / mL concentration . Better results
have been obtained with respect to sensitivity and precision by using Nunc tubes , and the
results of local polypropylene tubes were though close to the Nunc tubes but CV% were
poor (Table 6 ), probably by optimizing some factors such as increased coating surface,can
achieve to assay with more precision with local available cheaper polypropylene tubes . Fig. I
shows the results of the above assays .

Table 6 : Count rates of standards and BioRad control serum by using Nunc polystyrene
tubes ( specialized for antibody coating ) and local polypropylene tubes
( specialized for assay ) .

PSA
( ng / mL )

0.0
0.5
1.0
2.5
5.0
25.0
50.0
125.0
250

QC

QC (LowLevel)
* ( 1.09 - 1.51 ng/mL )
QC ( Medium Level)

( 3.5 - 4.8 ng/mL )
QC ( High Level )

( 23.4 - 38.4 ng/mL )

Nunc Tubes
Count Rate

( mean)
134

164.5
240.5
409.5
1045
5783

10672.5
19174.5
23694.5

Total Count ( CPM )
MXB / T : 57.37

Count Rate
( mean)

271

726

8859

CV %

9.1

2.9

1.4

CV %
6.4
5.6
4.4
6.7
7.0
5.3
3.9
1.2
2.8

: 49329
%

Dose
(ng /mL)

1.21

3.67

38.92

Local Tubes
Count Rate

(mean)
118
93
138

358.5
865

5486
10871.5
18797
23964

CV %
25.2
28.9
28.7
25.4
7.4
14.7
5.3
3.7
4.8

Total Count ( CPM ) : 49004.5
MXB / T : 58.44 %

Count
Rate

(mean )
251

883

5097

CV %

42.1

31.1

12.6

Dose
( ng /mL )

1.69

5.08

23.5

*Range of value of PSA in QC samples analyzed by BioRad with DSL kit as
part of their QC programme .

Dose read out from the two assays for all three BioRad QC samples are within the range of
values assayed using DSL kits . However the values of obtained in assay with local tube do
not tally with that of Nunc tubes. It could be attributed to the variation in the local tube assay.
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Fig 1 : tPSA IRMA standard curves obtained with avidinated Nunc tube and
avidinated Local polypropylene assay tube , adding PSA standards ,
biotinylated capture antibody and tracer antibody.

6 -Mixing of labelled antibody (Biotinylated and Iodinated) to use as a single reagent and
effect on the assay.

In order to increase sensitivity and simplicity of the assay decided to mix the
biotinylated antibody (100 wg / mL) the tracer antibody solution and adjusted the
concentration of biotinylated capture antibody and tracer one to the same amount as
mentioned in earlier assay (2.5 ug I mL capture antibody, approximately 70000 CPM for
tracer antibody).Thus the developed assay consists of adding only 50 u\ of PSA standard and
100 ul of mixed antibodies solution into coated tube , shaked , incubated for 2 - 4 hrs. As the
results are shown in Table 7 - 1 , the binding radioactivities and sensitivity increased slightly
relative to the results in Table 6. We tested different types of tubes and beads and realized the
same results as shown in Tables 7. Increased the volume of mixed antibody solution to 200
and 300 ML and observed that the binding activities enhance by increasing the volume of
mixed antibodies solution but because of increasing NSB along with, we could not get an
assay with more sensitivity. 0.5 ng / mL PSA is the minimum amount of tPSA is detectable
by this type of antibodies and mentioned assay procedures. Table 7 - 2 shows the results of
using coated Nunc tubes and mixed antibodies solution in volume of 300 uL.

Table 7 : Effect of mixed antibodies used as a single reagent on binding radioactivities
(The concentration of antibodies are the same as earlier assay ) .

Table 7 - 1 : Using 100 «L mixed antibodies solution .



PSA
(ng/mL )

0.0
0.5
2.5
25
50
125
250

Count
Rates

(mean)
210
319
1505

14194
23319
30552
33557

CV%

27
2

5.5
3.7
0.2
2.8
2.3

Total Activity (CPM): 68666
MXB / T : 58.3 %

Table 7 - 2 : Using 300 uL mixed antibodies solution

PSA
(ng/mL )

0.0
0.5
2.5
25
50
125
250

(

Total Activity
MXB/T

Count
Rates
mean)
333
621
2484

20928
41965
78422
93136
( C P M ) :
: 56.01

CV%

33
3.8
3.8
2.1
3.1
1.2
0.4

198934
%

Conclusion and future lines of research

The avidin - biotin based PSA IRMA described in this report has been established in our
laboratory successfully. In continuing this IAEAs CRP project, assay validation of PSA kits
particularly free PSA are under progress, also having meetings with clinicians of Urology
Department of Tehran University to arrange a programme for clinical evaluation of
established total and free PSA kit , determination the ratio free to total PSA in normal and
BPH subjects as well as prostate cancers in different stages and analysing the results
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Development of Kits for total serum PSA monitoring
R.C. No. 9822/RO.

1. Preparation of iodinated tracers for Total PSA.
2. Preparation of standards for Total PSA.
3. Preparation of magnetizable particles captured PSA mAb.
4. Assay optimization.
5. Assay validation.

The work has been carried out using supplies from Alberta.
Tracer : monoclonal anti PSA lot 10.
Captured Ab : monoclonal anti PSA lot 66.
Standard PSA (semi-purified).

1. Preparation of iodinated tracers for Total PSA.
1.1 Iodination
1.2 Purification
1.3 Assessment

1.3.1 Purity
1.3.2 Specific activity
1.3.3 Stability

1.1 Iodination of mAb PSA by Chloramin T method.
Radioiodination of monoclonal anti PSA for Total PSA measurement was carried out

using Alberta supplies. The following protocol is followed :
Add to the vial containing

10 nl (10 jig) of mAb PSA
10 nl 0.5 M Phosphate buffer pH 7.4
2'nl (0.2 mCi) Nal125

10nl(l mg/ml) CT
Mix 20 seconds.
Then add

10 nl (1 mg/ml) Na2S2O5

100 nl (10 mg/ml) KI
Transfer to column for Purification

1.2 Purification of radioiodinated mAb PSA
HPLC system :

Column Biosep Sec-3000 size 30 x 0.78 cm.
Detector Gamma detector
Mobile phase 0.1 M Phosphate buffer pH 7.4
Flow rate 0.6-0.8 ml/min

Collect 60 fractions (30 second per fraction) and count each of the collected fraction for
1 second, calculate the % of radioactivity of PSA mAb peak.

For pooling, select the fractions corresponding to PSA mAb and dilute to give a
radioactive concentration of 20|^Ci/ml with 0.1M Phosphate buffer pH 7.4 containing 1%
BSA.
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1.3 Assessment

1.3.1 Purity of radiolabelled mAb PSA was checked by paper electrophoresis. About
10 \x\ of radiolabelled PSA was loaded onto the paper and electrophoresis was carried out
using 10 volt/cm for approximately 60 minutes. Percent purity was calculated using the
formula;

% Purity = Peak count (CPS) x 100
Total count (CPS)

1.3.2 Determination of Specific Activity
Specific Activity (nCi/jag) = % Iodination Yield x Total Activity of Iodinel25

Total amount of antibody
(^Ci)

1.3.3 Stability of radiolabelled mAb PSA was studied under storage conditions: liquid
form (4° C) or lyophilized form (4° C) over a period of two months.

Two mAb PSA (Lot 10 and 30) were labelled with 125I. The radiolabelling results
were listed in Table 1 and Figure 1. Both of them were used as tracer in PSA IRMA. The
results as seen in table 2 shown that mAb PSA lot 10 and capture antibody lot 66 formed good
sandwich partners. This pair have been choosen for use in PSA IRMA.

Table 1 Radiolabelled mAb PSA using chloramine-T method

Monoclonal antibody
PSA 10 PSA 30

% Yield
% Purity

Specific activity

73.0
94.0
14.6

71.0

13.8

CPS
2500

10 20 30 40 50 60
Fraction no.

Figure 1 Elution profile of radiolabelled mAb PSA using CT method



Table 2 Matching of PSA monoclonal antibody (lot 10 and lot 30) with mAb coated magnetic
(lot 66)

Capture antibody

Lot 66
Lot 66

Tracer antibody

Lot 10
Lot 30

0
0.49
0.57

PSA (ng/ml)
0.87
0.60
0.69

120
21.97
5.84

2. Preparation of standards for Total PSA.
Total PSA standards are prepared by adding semi-purified PSA (Alberta concentration 70%

(w/w)) in distillated water to screened normal female serum to a final concentration of 120
ng/ml. Then do double dilutions to the following dose levels ; 60, 30, 15, 7.5, 3.75, 1.88, 0.94,
0.46 ng/ml. These working standards were tested with commercial standard (Netria, UK. and
Fitzgerald Inc., USA.) for the estimated concentrations.

3. Preparation of magnetizable particles captured monoclonal anti PSA.

3.1 Activation of Magnetic cellulose
Magnetic particles (SCIPAC, UK.) were dispersed by gentle mixing on the rotator for

30 minutes at room temperature. 20 ml (lgm) suspension was immediately pipetted out.
Particles were sedimented on magnetic block and supernatant was aspirated. Then wash the
particles with 20%, 60% and 100% acetone respectively. Finally the volume was adjusted
with acetone to 10 ml and 250 mg l,l'-carbonyldiimidazole was added. The suspension was
mixed gently for 1 hour at room temperature. The activated particles were washed
sequentially with 100%, 60% and 20% acetone and finally with distilled water.

3.2 Coupling of activated magnetic cellulose to antibody. p, £ X S
The particles were resuspended in 10 ml of the Borate buffer with &£5 mg anti PSA

(Alberta 66). The reactants were mixed gently by rolling mixer at room temperature for 36-48
hours. Particles were washed with following solutions, mixing 20 minutes each time.

1. Triple wash with sodium bicarbonate, 0.5 M, pH 8.0.
2. Sodium acetate, 0.1 M, pH 4.0, rotate to mix for 1 hours.
3. Sodium acetate, 0.1 M, pH 4.0, rotate to mix overnight.
4. Triple wash with phosphate buffer, 0.05 M, pH 7.4, containing 0.1% sodium azide.
5. Finally suspend the adsorbent in 20 ml phosphate buffer 0.05 M, pH 7.4 and store at

2-8 °C until required. The Final concentration is 50 mg/ml.

3.3 Choice of coupling condition
3.3.1 Comparison of different types of magnetic particles.

Two types of magnetic particles, M 104 and M 108 (SCIPAC; UK.) were
compared in PSA IRMA. A monoclonal anti-PSA (PSA 66; Alberta) was immobilized on the
two types of particles using above protocols. The results summarized in Table 3 demonstrated
that both types were found to be suitable. The best results, lower (Bo) and higher (Bi20), were
achieved by M 104.



Table 3 Comparison of two types of magnetic particles in PSA IRMA
Immobilized Ab: monoclonal anti-PSA, Alberta PSA 66
Labelled Ab: monoclonal anti-PSA, Alberta PSA 10

PSA
(ng/ml)

0
0.46
120

Total
% Bo/T

%B120/T

M104
170.4
243.3
8062.7
29351
0.58
27.47

Binding (CPM)
M 108
129.0
289.0

6975.5
29351
0.44

23.77

3.3.2 Choice of coupling ratio.
The various amounts of monoclonal anti-PSA were coupled to the magnetic

particles using the same coupling method and condition. Table 4 and Figure 2 shows that the
ideal amount of antibody to be coupled per gram of magnetic particle was found to be 1:4 at
0.5 mg per tube.

Table 4 Determination of the amount of antibody used in the coupling reaction per gram of
magnetic particles

PSA
(ng/ml)

0
0.46
120

Total
% Bo/T

%B120/T

1:3
170.4
199.8

8062.7
29351
0.58
27.47

Binding (CPM)
1:4

136.2
157.7

7264.1
29351
0.46

24.75

1:6
179.4
228.5
5353.6
29351
0.61
18.24

4. Assay optimization
In order to optimize the assay performance,the effect of various factors (such as, incubation

time, incubation temperature, amount of magnetic particles in the tubes, amount of labelled
antibody, etc.) on the standard curve and on the levels of the control serum was evaluated. The
general assay protocol is as follows:

Add 50 1̂ standards or samples
50 nl 125I-MAbPSA

100 nl assay buffer (0.05 M Phosphate, pH 7.4 containing 0.1% Azide,
0.2% Triton X-100 and 1% BSA)

50 |il anti-PSA coated magnetic particles

Mix the reactants and incubate at room temperature for 1, 1.5, 2 or 18 hours.
Separate magnetic particles on magnetic separator, decant the supernatant
Wash the particles with 1 ml wash buffer (0.05 M Phosphate buffer containing 0.1% Azide

and 0.2% Triton X-100)
Count the radioactivity in the tubes.
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4.1 Incubation time

Using the above protocol the reaction mixture was incubated under gentle shaking for
1, 1.5, 2 and 18 hours. The solid phase was separated as described and the tubes were counted,
the count rates are listed in Table 5.
Table 5 Count rates of standards as a function of incubation time

PSA
(ng/ml)

0
2.2
11

27.5
55
110
275
550

Total (CPM)
% Bo/T

%B550/T

1 hour
464.5
837.0
1921.0
4008.9
6664.0
9322.9
10053.9
11218.5
45533.7

1.01
24.53

Binding
1.5 hours

410.9
732.3

2133.2
3814.4
6538.7
9551.6
11327.7
11619.3
45533.7

0.90
25.52

(CPM)
2 hours
475.9
880.1

2311.7
4518.8
7179.9
9560.6
11118.0
11570.7
45533.7

1.04
25.47

18 hours
525.9
1060.9
3456.6
6445.3 •
9003.2
10638.2
13094.0
14670.3
45533.7

1.16
32.40

4.2 Incubation temperature
50 jj.1 Standard or control serum, 50 \A 125I labelled anti PSA, 100 jal assay buffer and

50 \x\ magnetic particles was incubated at 37 °C (water bath), room temperature under
conditions: rotation and without rotation for 1.5 hours. The solid was separated and counted,
the results are shown below. It is worth mentioning that the binding was considerbly higher in
the case of shaken incubation mixture as compared to the unshaken one.

Table 6 Count rates of standards as a function of incubation temperature

PSA
(ng/ml)

0
0.5
500

Total (CPM)
% Bo/T

% B500/T

37 °C
without rotation

205
243

• 8415

47401
0.43
17.75

Room
with rotation

218
362

14498
47401
0.46

30.74

temperature
without rotation

180
206
6704

47401
0.38
14.27

4.3 Titration of immobilized antibodies
Various amount (1, 0.5, 0.25 mg/tube) of magnetic particles captured antibodies were

incubated with radiolabelled anti PSA. At the end of incubation period, the bound fraction
was separated using magnetic separator and wash with wash buffer. The pellets of bound
fraction were then counted and % B/T was calculated and plotted.

Table 7 and Figure 3 shows that the bound radioactivity increase with increasing
amount of magnetic''per*tube. Nevertheless,with 1.0 mg/tube , the 0-0.23 ng/ml standards are
almost indistinguishable. The optimum amount of magnetic" per tube proved to be 0.5
mg/tube. • '-• •'-•



Table 7 Count rates of standards as a function of the amount of magnetic particles per tube

PSA
(ng/ml)

•o

0.23
120

Total (CPM)
% Bo/T

%B120/T

1 mg/tube
248.5
270.0

17918.3
47684
0.52
37.58

Binding (CPM)
0.5 mg/tube

309.4
474.7

13958.6
47684
0.65
29.27

0.25 mg/tube
243.7
422.6

10046.4
47684
0.51

21.07

B. (CPM)

500

400 -

300 •-

200

100

0 •-- —

0.25

B 1 2 0(CPM)

20000

Stdl20 ng/ml

15000

Std 0 ng/ml 10000

5000

0.5 0.75
MP(mg/ml)

1.25

Figure 3 Determination of the amount of magnetic particles per tube to be used in IRMA
PSA

125T

4.4 Titration of radiolabelled anti PSA
Various activity (60,000, 45,000, 30,000 CPM per assay tube) of '"I-monoclonal anti-

PSA were incubated with immobilized antibodies. After incubation, bound fraction were
counted and %B/T was calculated. Table 8 indicates that the amount of radiolabelled PSA
45,000 cpm were needed per assay tube.

Table 8 Count rates of standards as a function of the activity of radiolabelled anti PSA

PSA
(ng/ml)

0
0.23
120

Total (CPM)
% Bo/T

%B120/T

60,000 CPM
223.0
280.4

13702.7
59850
0.37

22.90

Binding (CPM)
45,000 CPM

193.6
215.0

10882.0
59850
0.44

24.82

30,000 CPM
169.5
206.5
6760.2
59850
0.61

24.18
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4.5 Effect of washing the magnetic particles after sedimentation

Using the general assay protocol the reaction mixture was incubated under gentle
shaking for 1.5 hours . At the end of incubation, the pellets of bound fraction were separated
by magnetic separator plate and counted. These pellets were washed with wash buffer for one
and two times. The effect of washing is evident from the data of table 8. The early part of the
standard curvve, which is drastically distorted when no washing step is included in the assay
protocol, improves significantly with washing and so does the low end sensitivity.

Table 8 Effect of washing the magnetic particles

Std. PSA
(ng/ml)

0
2.2
11

27.5
55
110
275
550

Total (CPM)
% Bo/T

%B550/T

No washing
5056
5880
7667
9727
13733
17280
19393
19458
45588
11.09
42.68

Binding (CPM)
1 wash

704
1248
3076
5389
8883
12409
14301
15026
45588
1.54

32.89

2 wash
411
732

2133
3814
6538
9551
11357
11619
45588
0.90
25.52

4.6 One and Two steps Incubation
This was investigated by setting-up standard curve using the following protocol. The

count rates of the tubes were listed in table 9 indicated that the suitable protocol for PSA
IRMA was two step assay.

One step method: Two step method
50 JJ.1 Standard or sample
50 ii\ 125I-MAb PSA

100 |il assay buffer
50 \i\ anti-PSA coated magnetic particles

Mix and incubate at RT for 1.5 hours

50 (il Standard or sample
50 (il anti-PSA coated magnetic particles

100 |il assay buffer
Mix and incubate at RT for 1 hour
Wash and separate
200 nl 125I-MAb PSA
Mix and incubate at RT for 1 hour

Separate magnetic particles on magnetic separator, decant the supernatant
Wash the particles with 1 ml wash buffer

Count the radioactivity in the tubes.



Table 9 Count rates of standards as a function of one and two steps incubation

PSA
(ng/ml)

0
2.2
11

.27.5
55
110
275
550

Total (CPM)
% Bo/T

%B55O/T

One step
494
1004
3213
6634
11292
15747
17466
17997
47003

1.05
38.29

Binding (CPM)
Two step

375
787
2219
5386
10159
17332
27553
29844
47003
0.82
64.99

5. Assay Validation
A developed assay protocol required validation to establish suitability before proceeding to

practical application. In broad terms validation should carried out by the following ways:
5.1 Recovery and dilution test
5.2 Intra and inter-assay precision
5.3 Sensitivity test
5.4 Specificity test

6. Summary
The development of kits for Total PSA assay has shown promising results. All essential

components of the assay were prepared with reproducibility and used to optimize the assay.
By choosing two steps method, we could avoid the hook effect and obtain satisfactory Q.C.

parameters of the standard curve i.e. blank = 0.8%, maximum binding = 65%. If reference
material for calibration of the standard is agredrupon, the validation could then be carried out
with total confidence. Our final goal is to reduce the step of incubation to just one step with
no interference from hook effect.
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1.0 Main objective

The purpose of the report is to inform the activities held under the RC 9823/RB from december/1997
to June/1999 with reagents distributed by the coordinator of the project (free and total PSA).

2.0 Work done with free and total PSA

2.1 Experimental objectives

The objective of the work was to get the capacity to make reliable diagnosis of PSA and to understand
what is being evaluated with PSA reagents; to develop immunoradiometric assays for PSA free and
total and to optimize the conditions of these assays so as to be able to be used as a diagnostic tool as
well as reference standard.

2.2 Materials

Mab anti-PSA (M66) 5 mg enough for 5000 tubes parcially purified asscites fluid
Mab anti-PSA (M10) 0.5mg for iodine labeling recognizing equimolar PSA
Mab anti-PSA (M30) 0.5 mg for iodine labeling recognizing binding site for ACT site for PSA
molecule.
PSA 1..3 mg 70% purity
125I from CIS (France)
NUNC maxisorb star tubes 12x75 mm
Bicarbonate Buffer 0.1M pH 9.4-9.6
QC samples from BIORAD and other prepared for special purposes
Commercial calibrators to check correlation

2.3 Methodology

2.3.1 Reconstitution of reagents

Monoclonals were received as a liofilized powder. For reconstitution it was decided to use

Glicerol/Saline (1:1) in order to avoid damage by freezing and to diminish damage by loss of
humidity.
The amounts to be used in each labelling is 10-20 ug in 5-10 ul For other purposes, volumes are
bigger so the only problem of reconstitution is encountered in tracer optimal conditions of storage.

For standard PSA preparation, a stock solution was prepared dissolving the content of the vial in 1.3
ml sterile saline and stored frozen in fractions of 0. lml accurately measured and kept in -30°C in a
tightly closed container . Intermediate stock solutions were obtained to prepare Standard curves with
potencies from O.Olng/ml to 122 ng/ml. The matrix in which the standard was prepared for use in the
assay was Phosphate buffer with BSA 10%.

2.3.2 Solid phase preparation

At the moment of use M66 was prepared in proportion of 5 ug/ml in bicarbonate buffer 0.1M pH 9.4-
9.6 and added to NUNC Maxisorb star tubes. Short incubation times, overnight incubations with and
without rotation as well as 48 hours rotation were tested. Also beads were tested as an alternative solid
phase.

2.3.2.1 Procedure for monoclonal tagging to solid phase

The amount of M66 tagged to solid phase was 1 ug/tube at a concentration of 5 ug/ml. Not any other
concentration was tested. The tubes were incubated in the conditions established. Afterwards the tubes
were aspirated and washed with phosphate buffer 0.05M with Tween 20 (0.05%). they were left
upside down for 2 hours at room temperature to remove moisture and stored at -20°C in a sealed
plastic bag with silica.



2.3.2.2 Thermodynamic conditions

Series of 30 tubes were prepared with M66 at a concentration of 5 ug/ml in buffer bicarbonate and put
to incubate in the conditions stated:
rotation at room temperature for 2 hours.
rotation at room temperature overnight.
rotation at room temperature for 48 hours
at room temperature for 2 hours without rotation,
at 37°C in water bath for 2 hours without rotation,

30 beads obtained from NETRIA without activation were incubated with an amount of 30 ug of M66
in 6ml of bicarbonate buffer in a small bottle 30 ml capacity and rotated at room temperature
overnight.
Afterwards the tubes were treated as mentionned above.

2.3.2.3 Radiometric control for optimized conditions

A radiometric assay was developed to evaluate the amount of monoclonal tagged to the solid phase.
M66 had to be labelled with 125I. After labeling a solution was prepared with a small amount of tracer
(aproximately 300000cpm/ml) and a concentration of 5 p.g/ml (Specif activity of: 60000 cpm/ug) of
cold monoclonal and tubes were prepared as usual with this tracer solution. Total counts of each tube
was counted in a well counter and incubated in the conditions stated above. Afterwards, content of the
tubes was aspirated and tubes were washed as usual. The percent of activity bound was related to the
specific activity of the initial solution and mass of each tube was calculated.

2.3.2.4 Shelflife

A set of tubes prepared by overnight incubation with monoclonal M66 at a proportion of 1 ug per tube
and rotation was prepared to use with fresh lots of tracers and also during tracer shelf life.

2.3.3 Labeling with I25I

10 ug in lOul of each monoclonal (M10 and M30) were put in an eppendorf conycal tube (1.5 ml
capacity) with cap with lOul of phosphate buffer 0.5M.
18.5 MBq (500uCi) in 1 to 5 ul of 0.01M NaOH was added and 1.2ug of chloramine-T was added as
oxidant. After aprox. 1 minute in which vortex mixing was done several times, an aliquot of this
labelling was spotted in a vial containing 0.1 ml BSA 50 mg/ml. 0.9 ml Trichloroacetic acid (20%)
was added and vortex mixed. Centrifugation was done for 3 minutes at 3000 rpm. Supernattant and
precipitate were separated and counted in a well counter.
Yield w as calculated as % of activity in the precipitate.
M66 was also labeled to use as tracer for radiometric assay. 30 ug of monoclonal and 1 MBq of I25I
were used for labelling.

2.3.4 Assay conditions

The assay was optimized considering various parameters as rotation, time, temperature, volume of
sample, matrix and wash buffer.
Tubes in duplicate were set for each tracer M10-125I and M3O-I25I. standard PSA. samples and control
sera were pipetted into corresponding tubes and 200 ul of each tracer (150 cpm per tube) were added
After incubation under conditions stated, aspiration of content and washing of all the tubes was done.
Tubes were counted for 1 minute in an automatic well gamma counter.

2.3.5 Validation of the standard with commercial calibrators.

Standard PSA prepared was assayed in paralel with other PSA preparations from CIS. NETRIA and
DPC. Data processing was done with WHO program.
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2.4 Isolation of PSA from seminal plasma

The procedure was modified from protocols distributed in the first coordination meeting.
1) Precipitation of proteins with ammonium sulphate 50% on plasma semen collected from
fertility clinics.
2) 13 ml plasma semen were set in a beaker within a water-ice bath. Ammonium sulphate was
added slowly (120 minutes) with continuous stirring (6.5 g). The suspension was transferred to
conycal glass tubes and centrifuged at 2300 rpm during 30 minutes at 4°C.
3) Supernatant was rescued and the volume was measured. A second precipitation may be done.
It is not important as the amount of PSA is considerable. The volume of supernatant is important to
keep the concentration of proteins under similar conditions.
4) The precipitate was redisolved in the same volume of Tris buffer 0.15M
5) The redisolved precipitate was dialised against double distilled water during 24 to 48 hours at
4 to 10°C with 2 changes of water during this time.

Preparation of QAE column.

1.5 g resin were suspended in 20 ml Tris 1.5M. A column was prepared and 4 volumes (20 mL) of
Tris 0.01M are passed through.

6) Dialisate was seeded on top of the column and left to drain from the column. Washing of the
column with Tris 0.01M was done four times (20 mL).
7) PSA from the column was extracted with NaCl 2M. Fractions of 1 ml were collected. The
profile of PSA in each fraction was measured by IRMA-PSA.
Each fraction is measured by IRMA-PSA to evaluate content of PSA.
I uL de each fraction was added to Mab M66 coated tubes containing 25 uL phosphate buffer with
BSA 5% as well as 25 uL calibrators (standard curve) with known amounts of PSA. Mab M10
labelled with I25I were added to attain 150000cpm total counts and 200 uL volume. Incubation
overnight at room temperature with rotation was done.
8) The fractions collected from the column were pooled and dialised against double distilled
water during 24 h at 4 to 10°C with 2 changes of water during this time.

3.0 Results

3.1 Labeling.

Fig 1 and 2 show Sephadez G25 (short column PD10) purification profiles of M10 and M30 labeled
with i :5I.



3.2 Optimization of assay conditions

Fig 3 -4 and 5-6 show time, temperature, sample volume and use of rotation for total PSA and free
PSA. Bound over total counts are represented as lines to show the difference among several
conditions. Besides, x/y representation was done to show slope of response.

Fig 3-4
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Fig 5-6
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3.3 Radiometric control for optimized conditions

Table 1 presents the results from the radiometric assay which permitted the assessment of the
coefficient of variation of the dispensing of antibody to be subject to tagging. After incubation under
several conditions the activity bound to solid phase is presented

Table 1.-

Initial amount M66
1 hr. RT. no rotation
1 hr. RT. with rotation
1 hr. 37°C.no rotation
Overnight, RT.no rotation
Overnight. RT. with rotation

iig/tube
0.979
0.051
0.0531
0.048
0.0541
0.075

SD
0.007744
0.0058
0.0044
0.002
0.003
0.009

CV%
0.8%
11.3
8.3%
4.2%
5.2%
12.3%
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3.4 Different types of solid phase and storing conditions

Solid phase 3 months storage at -20°C was compared with a fresh lot of activated tubes, prepared
following the same procedure. Fig 7 shows the 6 curves indicating: total (t) and free (f) PSA response
of 3 months old activated tubes. For a fresh lot the corresponding total and free PSA response. The
last two curves, showing a low response are beads prepared following a similar procedure but as a
batch. Both tracers M10 and M30 gave low bindings with beads.

Fig. 7

free and total PSA
type ofsolid phase
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3.5 Calibration curves

The first trial was to check the response obtained with the system and determine the extent of linear
response which stays in the level of 30-50 ng/ml total PSA (Fig 8)

Fig 8
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Fig 9 shows the limit of concentration of PSA that provides a linear curve.
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PSA free from anti-chimotripsin antibody was used as standard.
Comparison with a NETRIA free-PSA was done as well as othe commercial preparations.

shows the low region of the standard curve (Calibrator from Dr. Suresh)

HPSA(CIN)

Figure 11 shows the calibration from NETRIA
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In terms of similarity it seems that there is paralelism between both calibrators

Figure 12 shows the paralelism between both calibrators
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Taking as reference material the set of standards from DPC. figure gives the corresponding values
of our standard showng that it is somewhat overestimated



3.6 Purification profile of plasma semen

Figure 13 shows the profile from QAE-Sepharose column.
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4.1

Conclusions

Labelling

Though at present the only two experiences with Mab labelling gave poor yields this is due to the
presence of glycerol used for reconstitution of all Mabs.
Thus, in the future Mab M10 and M30 will be reconstituted in Saline phosphate buffer, fractionned in
the amounts needed for labelling in eppendorf vials and frozen at -20°C. Their labelling with 1251
will be compared with previos assays.

4.2 Solid phase

Further methods will be tried to improve the % tagging though very good results of curve stability
have been encountered with present conditions. The evaluation of reproducibility and Coeficient of
variation in different conditions of incubation by means of a radiometric assay seems useful for
routine standardization of solid phase preparation.

4.3 Optimization

A protocol for total and free PSA has been established each based in the same solid phase capture
antibody. The same sample volume for both assays seems very adecuate for clinical routine work.
A two step assay was very well recommended thus an attemp will be done to see the possibilities of
optimizing a two step assay.



4.4 Standards

As only few assays were performed in relation with standard validation more assays will be necessary
to assess the correct values for in house calibrators.
Standards from NETRIA have been obtained as well as from commercial sources to perform this
validation. Also a set of samples with known amounts of total and free PSA evaluated with an
automatic fluorometric assay will be used to check the similarity of response between the two systems
and the corresponding non isotopic assay.
Also QC samples from BIORAD have been obtained and are going to be used and a sample of PSA-
ACT complex.
It is highly useful to have a new set of PSA standards callibrated against a reference procedure.

4.5 PSA isolation and purification

PSA from seminal plasma was isolated and purified following the technique given in the previous
report and controled by IRMA-PSA. Cibachrom-Blue will be tried also.
at 4°C under mild stirring, 123456x1 Concentration of PSA used in the assay were 0-0.15-0.3-64
ng/ml. Ordinates show B/T and x-axis represents PSA(NETRIA) in ng/ml.
In all future assays molar units will be used as it is important to see equimolarity.

5.0 Recommendations

We think a new set of standard calibrators for free-PSA be considered to be used as reference material
Also to subscribe to BIORAD QC program or the QCNet from England
A special chapter should be devoted to data processing to be able to achieve similar results.
Materials for PSA purification as well as reagents for TPS isolation and quality control of the product
should be of great value.

6.0 Future plans

Continue with PSA free and total and finish in 6 months. This represents the assay of samples,
compare with commercial kits and introduce QC samples.
Start with TPS isolation and purification. This means, search for purification procedures in the
literature and apply to our conditions.
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